Annual report town of Dublin, NH for the year ending December 31, 2018. by Dublin Town Representatives
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2018 Highlights
 




Business Office – 563-8137 
 
POLICE EMERGENCY 
911   
Business Office – 563-8411 Cheshire County Dispatch 355-2000 
 
Selectmen 
Telephone 563-8544 / FAX 563-9221 
Mondays by Appointment 
Town Administrator Office Hours 
Monday – Thursday:  9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
 
Town Clerk/Tax Collector 
Telephone 563-8859 
Monday:  9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. & 6:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
Tuesday:  9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
Wednesday:  9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 
Thursday:  9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
 
Library 
Telephone 563-8658 / Fax 563-8751 
Monday 9:00 a.m. Noon & 4:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
 Tuesday:  4:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
Wednesday:  9:00 a.m. - Noon & 4:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
Thursday:  4:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m. 
Saturday:  9:00 a.m. – 2:00 p.m. 
 
Code Enforcement/Health Officer 
Telephone 547-0437 
Office Hours 




Tuesday:  9 a.m. – Noon 
or By Appointment 
 
Highway Department 




Wednesday & Saturday:  8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.  
Sunday 8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
Touch A Truck | Officer Ryan Vaclavik Emma Carpenter | Touch A Truck
DHART | Landing on Rte 101 Chief Suokko | Halloween
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Budget Co mittee 46
Building Inspector/Code Enforcement 47
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Conservation Co mittee 49
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Lib ary Report 56
Lib ary Trustees 57
Lib ary A nual Report 58
Pla ing Board 60
Police Report 61
Recycling Co mittee 62
Su mer Playground 63
Transfer S ation 64
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BOSTON POST CANE RECIPIENTS
Warren L. Fiske 1909-1918
Hiram Carey      c.1943-1960













Peter M. Shonk 2013-2013
Lucia A. Sirois 2013-2016
Marie Louise Plantamura 2017-2018
Mary Alice Fox 2018-
In 1909 Edwin Grozier, the publisher of the Boston Post, distributed gold-headed black ebony 
canes to a select list of New England towns (Dublin was a recipient) as an advertising campaign. The 
cane was to be presented to the Town's oldest citizen. 
A September 1960 letter from Henry D. Allison to Joe Harrington of the Boston Sunday Globe (in 
response to holders of the Boston Post Cane), reveals that Mr. Grozier summered in Dublin in the early 
1900s. Mr. Allison, as a real estate agent, had rented Mr. Grozier a house.
The list above has been compiled from the Town's scant records on the subject. If anyone knows 
who received the cane before 1943 and during the 1970s, that information would be most appreciated.
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DUBLIN TOWN OFFICERS
CHOSEN BY BALLOT VOTE AT ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
THREE-YEAR TERM
BOARD OF SELECTMEN
Peter S. Thomas, Chair Term Expires 2019
Dale Gabel Term Expires 2020
Walter Snitko Term Expires 2021
TWO-YEAR TERM
MODERATOR
Timothy Clark Term Expires 2019
SIX-YEAR TERM
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
Sarah Sangermano Term Expires 2020
Judy Knapp, Chair Term Expires 2022
Megan Suokko Term Expires 2024
THREE-YEAR TERM
TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
Jeannine Dunne Term Expires 2020
THREE-YEAR TERM
LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Celeste Snitko, Chair Term Expires 2019
Gail Bartlett Term Expires 2019
Nancy Cayford Term Expires 2020
Connie Cerroni Term Expires 2020
Doris Flynn Term Expires 2021
Martin Smith, Alternate Term Expires 2019
Russell Bastedo, Alternate Term Expires 2019
APPOINTED SELF-PERPETUATING PERMANENT LIBRARY TRUSTEES
Elizabeth Walker, Jane Holmes and Willard W. Goodwin, Treasurer
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DUBLIN TOWN OFFICERS
CHOSEN BY BALLOT VOTE AT ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
THREE-YEAR TERM
WATER COMMISSIONER
Arthur Susmann Term Expires 2019
THREE-YEAR TERM
DUBLIN CONVAL SCHOOL DISTRICT MEMBER
Bernd Foecking Term Expires 2019
THREE-YEAR TERM
BUDGET COMMITTEE
Sturdy Thomas, Selectmen's Representative Term Expires 2019
Susanne Vogel Term Expires 2019
Steve Baldwin Term Expires 2019
Nancy Campbell Term Expires 2020
Charles F. Champagne, Chair Term Expires 2020
William Gurney Term Expires 2021
Judy Knapp Term Expires 2021
THREE-YEAR TERM
CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Bruce Fox Term Expires 2019
Loring Catlin, Jr., Chair Term Expires 2020
Brooks Johnson Term Expires 2021
THREE-YEAR TERM
PLANNING BOARD
Dale Gabel, Selectmen’s Representative Term Expires 2019
Willard Goodwin Term Expires 2019
Allen Hearn Term Expires 2019
Gregg Fletcher Term Expires 2020
Caleb Niemela Term Expires 2020
Bruce Simpson, Chair Term Expires 2021
Steve Baldwin, Vice Chair Term Expires 2021
Donna Garner, Alternate Term Expires 2019
Suzan Macy, Alternate Term Expires 2019
Neil Sandford, Secretary (2019) and Alternate Term Expires 2021
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DUBLIN TOWN OFFICERS
CHOSEN BY BALLOT VOTE AT ANNUAL TOWN MEETING
THREE-YEAR TERM
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS
Frederick W. MacMillan Term Expires 2019
Willard Goodwin, Chair Term Expires 2020
Christopher Flynn Term Expires 2021
TOWN COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY SELECTMEN
THREE-YEAR TERM
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Walter Snitko, Selectmen’s Representative Term Expires 2019
Miriam Carter Term Expires 2019
Traceymay Kalvaitis, Chair (Resigned 2018) Term Expires 2019
John Morris, Chair Term Expires 2020
Rusty Bastedo Term Expires 2020
Peter DrakeUnderkoffler Term Expires 2021
Katie Featherson Term Expires 2021
Thom Hulslander Term Expires 2021
Sue Bird Term Expires 2021
Wendy White, Alternate Term Expires 2020
THREE-YEAR TERM
DUBLIN LAKE PRESERVATION COMMITTEE
Jeffrey Oja (Resigned 2018) Term Expires 2019
Felicity Pool, Chair Term Expires 2019
Tom Warren Term Expires 2019
Hank Campbell Term Expires 2020
John Morris Term Expires 2020
Karen Bunch Term Expires 2021
Eugenie Silverthorne Term Expires 2021
THREE-YEAR TERM
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Michelle Knapp, Chair Term Expires 2019
Mary Langen Term Expires 2020
Susan Peters  Term Expires 2020
Paul Delphia, Vice Chair Term Expires 2021
Susan Phillips-Hungerford Term Expires 2021
Jerry Bird, Alternate Term Expires 2020
William Gurney, Alternate Term Expires 2020
Neil Sandford, Secretary and Alternate Term Expires 2021
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TOWN COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY SELECTMEN
THREE-YEAR TERM
RECYCLING COMMITTEE
Jane Holmes, Chair Term Expires 2021
Sheila Morse Term Expires 2021
Leslie Whone Term Expires 2021
Joe Carignan Term Expires 2020




Brian Barden Term Expires 2020
Gordon Knight Term Expires 2020
Thomas Vanderbilt Term Expires 2020
ONE-YEAR TERM
JOINT LOSS MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
Mike Borden Term Expires 2019
Sherry Miller Term Expires 2019
Tim Suokko Term Expires 2019
Roger Trempe Term Expires 2019
Thomas Vanderbilt, Chair Term Expires 2019
ONE-YEAR TERM
HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
Tim Suokko Term Expires 2019
Barry Elder Term Expires 2019
James Letoureau Term Expires 2019
Sarah Sangermano Term Expires 2019
ONE-YEAR TERM
BROADBAND COMMITTEE
Peter DrakeUnderkoffler Term Expires 2019
Rebecca Landry Term Expires 2019
Carole Monroe Term Expires 2019
Walter Snitko Term Expires 2019
Peter S. Thomas Term Expires 2019
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Marlene French Term Expires 2021
REPRESENTATIVES AND OFFICERS APPOINTED BY THE SELECTMEN
Town Administrator Sherry Miller
Assistant to the Town Administrator Cindy Lundberg
Welfare Administrator Sherry Miller
Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector Neil Sandford
Code Enforcement and Health Officer Mike Borden
Deputy Code Enforcement Officer Sterling Abram
Deputy Town Treasurer Elizabeth Ogden
Emergency Management Director Thomas Vanderbilt
Deputy Emergency Management Director K Horgan
Fire Chief (2019) Thomas Vanderbilt
Deputy Fire Chiefs (2019) Brian Barden & Joe Sangermano
Deputy Chief of Emergency Medical Services (2019) K Horgan
Police Chief Tim Suokko
Police Sergeant Jeremy Jeffers
Fulltime Police Officer Ryan Vaclavik
Part Time Police Officer Daniel Cheshire
Part Time Police Officer Melissa Hetrick
Part Time Police Officer Christopher LaBrecque
Police Administrative Assistant Vira R. Elder
Cemetery Superintendent Henry Campbell
Road Agent Roger Trempe
Transfer Station Superintendent Thomas Kennedy
Summer Playground Director Eliot Pelletier
Ballot Clerk Nancy Campbell
Ballot Clerk Sharon Murray
Ballot Clerk Candace Walker
Ballot Clerk June Brening
Ballot Clerk Peter Cerroni
Ballot Clerk John Devlin
Ballot Clerk Celeste Snitko
Ballot Clerk Elaine Sandford
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REPRESENTATIVES AND OFFICERS APPOINTED BY THE SELECTMEN 
Ballot Clerk             Laura Elcoate 
Ballot Clerk              Adele Knight 
Ballot Clerk         Christine Sangermano 
Ballot Clerk             Tatum Worcester 
Ballot Clerk             Susanne Vogel 
DUBLIN REP. TO THE SOUTHWEST REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION  
Caleb Niemela and Brian Barden 
 DUBLIN REPRESENTATIVES TO THE MONADNOCK ADVISORY COMMISSION 
Edward B. Germain and Sterling Abram  
BOARD OF SELECTMEN 
2018 has been a year of extremes. 
Brian Barden retired December 31, 2017 and Roger Trempe took over as the Road Agent - and 
the weather came in like gangbusters.  Short one person Roger put Brian back to work plowing 
our roads. Roger started a search for the vacant position and in December the position was 
finally filled. 
In August Dublin experienced floods that took out entire roads. Roger rallied his troops along 
with local contractors. In what can only be described as an exemplary effort everyone pulled 
together and our roads were made passable in short order.  Unfortunately the damage was 
catastrophic and there is still work to be done to bring the roads back to where they were 
before the storm.  Roger has had a very exciting first year and by all accounts did an 
outstanding job coordinating repairs of our roads in a very trying time. 
This was extremely costly and the Select-board, with the approval of the budget committee, 
held a special town meeting to raise and authorize the money to complete the repairs and 
replenish our depleted highway budget. The Town overwhelmingly supported this effort. 
Our Assistant to the Town Administrator took a new position and after a lengthy search Cindy 
Lundberg was hired. Cindy has stepped up to the job and has been a tremendous help to 
Sherry, who continues to do an outstanding job. 
We voted to pave a number of roads in town at the 2018 Town Meeting. Due to the extensive 
road damage the paving was late in getting started. All but two roads have been done, with 
Spring Road and Greenwood Road to be completed in the spring. Due to a very competitive 
bidding process it has all come in under the budget approved at town meeting. 
The Select-board continues to work on keeping our town expenses under control while 
providing the level of services we have come to expect. To that end we have completed a wage 
study for our Town employees.  The Select-board will be able to use this tool to evaluate for the 
future. 
Continuing to look forward the Capital Improvements Plan has been updated. While not set in 
stone it is a road map for our community and a valuable planning tool. After last year’s tax 
increases, which were felt more harshly following a year where our taxes decreased (a true 
anomaly), the budget committee and the Select-board elected to not contribute as much to our 
Capital Reserve for one year.  Next year there will have to be adjustments. Our school costs, as 
well as the county costs, continue to be the major contributors to our increasing taxes – far 
outstripping the rate of the Town’s budget increases. 
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BOARD OF SELECTMEN – CONT. 
We have a committee diligently monitoring our school board and the attempts to possibly close 
or reduce the grades at our consolidated school. A petition warrant on the Conval warrant 
articles was submitted to monitor and justify any actions taken in relation to the closing or 
consolidation processes. 
The Broadband Committee continues to work on bringing true broadband to Dublin. We look 
forward to a process later in the year that may facilitate this long awaited necessity for our 
community.  In 2018, realizing the importance of broadband access for our state, the legislature 
passed legislation that has the potential to make this process easier. 
It has been an exciting year and our community has rallied in support of our neighbors and 
friends.  Our town employees continue to put forth great efforts in their jobs.  We look forward 
to the continued support of the community for 2019. 
Respectfully submitted by the Dublin Board of Selectmen, 









General Fund Financial Report
Beginning Balance as of January 1, 2018 1,949,044
Total Receipts 6,389,140
Disbursements (6,301,981)
Balance as of December 31, 2018 2,036,203
TOWN OF DUBLIN
Police Special Fund Financial Report
Beginning Balance as of January 1, 2018 1,527
Total Receipts 111
Disbursements 0
Balance as of December 31, 2018 1,638
TOWN OF DUBLIN
Recycling Special Fund Financial Report
Beginning Balance as of January 1, 2018 196,310
Total Receipts 12,163
Disbursements (24,181)
Balance as of December 31, 2018 184,292
TOWN OF DUBLIN
History Fund Financial Report
Beginning Balance as of January 1, 2018 17,547
Total Receipts 325
Disbursements 0
Balance as of December 31, 2018 17,872
TOWN OF DUBLIN
Conservation Land Acquisition Fund Financial Report
Beginning Balance as of January 1, 2018 44,819
Total Receipts 1,106
Disbursements 0
Balance as of December 31, 2018 45,925
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN OWNED PROPERTY
Map & Lot Location Acres Assessed Value
000001 000002 000000 OLD TROY RD 150.000 818,700
000001 000007 00000B OLD TROY RD 17.000 122,200
000003 000023 000000 BACKLAND 5.500 27,500
000003 000047 000000 LOWER JAFFREY RD 42.000 194,200
000004 000008 000000 LOWER JAFFREY RD 2.000 5,500
000004 000011 000000 LOWER JAFFREY RD 8.000 8,200
000004 000012 000000 LOWER JAFFREY RD 10.000 9,200
000004 000013 00000A LOWER JAFFREY RD 12.000 10,100
000004 000014 000000 BACKLAND 4.000 2,000
000004 000015 00000A MAIN ST 42.900 19,400
000004 000015 00000B MAIN ST 2.700 13,700
000004 000016 000000 ROUTE 101 16.000 118,400
000004 000017 000000 OLD PETERBOROUGH RD 0.230 10,200
000005 000039 00000A RTE 101 REAR 6.000 27,000
000005 000043 000000 MARLBOROUGH RD 40.820 435,900
000005 000049 000000 NEAR FARNUM RD 6.750 10,700
000005 000056 00000A CHARCOAL RD 17.000 1,300
000006 000008 00000A BACKLAND 2.000 9,500
000006 000035 000000 CHURCH ST 12.500 122,000
000007 000028 000000 MONUMENT RD 2.000 6,000
000007 000070 000000 130 COBB MEADOW RD 79.000 574,600
000008 000003 000000 LOWER JAFFREY RD 8.350 65,500
000008 000003 00000E LOWER JAFFREY RD 16.000 6,700
000008 000003 00000F RTE 137 9.000 4,500
000008 000007 00000A OFF LOWER JAFFREY RD 11.000 13,800
000008 000007 00000B RTE 137 1.200 5,100
000008 000011 000000 ROUTE 101 4.000 10,000
000008 000017 00000A R/O/W 34.000 155,000
000008 000020 000000 BACKLAND 10.000 47,500
000012 000009 000000 LAKE RD 0.060 40,700
000012 000009 00000A LAKE RD 0.030 39,600
000015 000014 000000 OLD COMMON RD 1.770 36,500
000015 000015 000000 CEMETERY 1.990 16,700
000015 000016 000000 CEMETERY 7.560 20,900
000016 000004 000000 1122 MAIN ST 0.110 114,800
000016 000009 000000 8 CHURCH ST 0.580 186,500
000016 000010 000000 1120 MAIN ST 0.100 596,700
000016 000011 000000 1114 MAIN ST 0.520 854,700
000016 000029 000000 DUBLIN RD 0.500 49,500
000016 000034 000000 1113 MAIN ST 0.230 208,200
000017 000011 00000A MAIN ST 15.675 69,900
000017 000021 000000 1251 MAIN ST 0.630 292,100
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BIRTHS RECORDED IN THE TOWN OF DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE YEAR 2018
*These Vital Records lists include only those events for which the individuals or families expressed
their desire to have the event listed in the Town Report.
DATE CHILD’S NAME FATHER’S/MOTHER’S NAME
01/09/18 Cornell, Sean Willaim Cornell, William
Cornell, Emily
03/20/18 George, Jeremy Allen George, Brandon
Ostrowski Arana, Sierra
06/17/18 Bryant, Harper Jean Bryant, Derek
Willard, Kylie
11/13/18 Wilson, Oliver Bishop Wilson, Brian
Barbarita, Caitlin
11/13/18 Wilson, Eleanor Grace Wilson, Brian
Barbarita, Caitlin
11/21/18 Bergeron, Samuel Alwin Bergeron, Nicholas
Ameden, Amanda
DEATHS AND BURIALS RECORDED IN DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE YEAR 2018
DATE NAME PLACE OF DEATH
03/05/18 Plantamura, Marie Hillsborough
03/28/18 Willard, Brenda Lebanon
04/19/18 Schott, John Dublin
05/04/18 Phillips, Patricia Keene
06/17/18 Yoe, Edith Dublin
06/20/18 LaFlamme, Linda Dublin
06/27/18 Colon, Frank Antrim
07/23/18 Staples, Cleston Dublin
08/02/18 Collier, Charles Peterborough
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MARRIAGES RECORDED IN DUBLIN, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE YEAR 2018
*These Vital Records lists include only those events for which the individuals or families
expressed their desire to have the event listed in the Town Report.
DATE NAMES RESIDENCE
02/09/18 Walton, John Aberdeen, UK
Lucas, Michelle D Dublin, NH
02/14/18 Buchanan II, David R Dublin, NH
Buchanan, Kelley M Dublin, NH
03/03/18 Frost, Thomas E Rindge, NH
Brothers, April L Dublin, NH
08/11/18 Knight, Timothy G Dublin, NH
Richards, Jolyn M Fitzwilliam, NH
08/11/18 Speers, Christopher S Dublin, NH
Gonzalez, Rosendry Dublin, NH
10/12/18 Ham, Colton J Webster, NH
Dale, Nicole R Dublin, NH
10/14/18 Schofield III, Earl C Dublin, NH
Smith, Joanna J Dublin, NH
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TOWN CLERK
In 2018, a total of 2,214 motor vehicles were registered in the town clerk’s office resulting in $317,663.94
in revenue for the Town.  The Town also received revenues of $3279.00 from the issuance of marriage 
licenses, certified copies of vital records, dog licenses and other filing and permit fees.
2018 2017 2016
Vehicle registrations 2214 2,210 2,175
Town registration fees $317,663.94 $318,949.11 $306,088.54
Vital records, dog licenses and $     3,279.00 $    2,988.50 $    2,608.00
Filing fees
Yearly totals $320,942.94 $321,937.61 $308,696.54
Lists of births, deaths and marriages recorded in Dublin for the year 2018 are included in this Town 
Report.  The lists reflect only those events for which the individuals or families expressed an interest in 
having them printed in the Town Report.  The New Hampshire Department of Vital Records gives the 
option of having this information included in the Town Report when the paperwork is filled out for a birth 
or death record, or for a marriage license.
The property tax rate for 2018 was $28.43 per thousand dollars of assessed value.  This was a significant 
increase from 2017, at over 17%. The amount of liens executed this year was a significant decrease from
the previous year. The Tax Collector’s financial report is included in this Town Report.
2018 2017 2016 2015 2014
Liens executed: $162,712 $212,366.49 $153,862.87 $178,704.48 $171,603.30
In March, our Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector Neil Sandford attended additional Tax Collector training 
in Concord.
In May, I attended the NH Town Clerk’s regional Spring Workshop in Jaffrey and in October I attended 
the three-day Annual NH Town Clerk’s Conference in North Conway.
We had three elections in Dublin this year and our mid-term election in November was very well attended 
like the rest of the state and the country.  We also had two Special Town Meetings in November, in 
addition to our annual Town Meeting in March.






2018 2017 2016 Prior
Levy Levy Levy Levy
DEBITS
Uncollected Taxes Beg. Year
Property Taxes $249,125.84 
Property Tax Credit Balance ($321,407.37)
Taxes Committed This Year
Property Taxes $6,539,432.00 
Land Use Change Taxes $17,160.00 
Timber Yield Taxes $3,222.26 
Excavation Taxes $163.92 
Overpayment Refunds
Property Taxes $2,581.00 
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes $2,693.66 $16,352.88 
Total Debits $6,243,845.47 $265,478.72 $0.00 $0.00 
CREDITS
Remitted to Treasurer
Property Taxes $4,902,135.45 $98,723.93 
Land Use Change Taxes $17,160.00 
Timber Yield Taxes $3,222.26 
Interest (including lien conversion) $2,693.66 $15,143.88 
Penalties $1,209.00 
Excavation Taxes $163.92 
Conversion to Lien (principal only) $150,401.91 
Abatements Made
Property Taxes $20,316.00 
Current Levy Deeded
Uncollected Taxes - End of Year
Property Taxes $1,375,781.25 
Property Tax Credit Balance ($77,627.07)
Total Credits $6,243,845.47 $265,478.72 $0.00 $0.00 
SUMMARY OF DEBITS
Unredeemed Liens - Beginning of Year $118,831.23 $51,278.08 
Liens Executed During Year $162,712.33 
Interest & Costs Collected $4,843.88 $15,918.42 $18,174.71 
Total Debits $0.00 $167,556.21 $134,749.65 $69,452.79 
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TAX COLLECTOR’S REPORT – CONT.
2018 2017 2016 Prior
Levy Levy Levy Levy
SUMMARY OF CREDITS
Remitted to Treasurer
Redemptions $85,092.80 $76,998.26 $51,278.08 
Interest & Costs Collected $4,843.88 $15,918.42 $18,174.71 
Unredeemed Liens $77,619.53 $41,832.97 
Total Credits $0.00 $167,556.21 $134,749.65 $69,452.79 
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SUMMARY OF INVENTORY VALUATION
MS-1 ~ 2018
Number Assessed
Value of Land Only of Acres Valuation
Current Use 11,410 $1,009,614
Discretionary Preservation Easement 0.120 $4,300
Residential 3,172 $77,779,100
Commercial/Industrial 690 $9,965,800
Subtotal Taxable Land 15,272 $88,758,814
Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable 2,376 $9,785,800
Total Acres 17,648




Discretionary Preserv. Easement Nbr.of structures 5 $12,598
Total of Taxable Buildings $138,769,717
Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable $24,916,483
Public Utilities
Public Utilities $4,008,800
Valuation Before Exemptions $231,537,331
Less DDK school exemptions -$197,500
Modified Assessed Valuation of All Properties $231,339,831
Less elderly exemptions $75,000
Less Blind Exemption $15,000
Less solar energy exemptions $7,425
Subtotal $97,425
Net Valuation on which municipal, county and local tax rate is computed $231,242,406
Less Public Utilities $4,008,800
Net Valuation on which State Education Tax Rate is computed $227,233,606
Number Assessed
Current Use Summary of Acres Valuation
Farm Land 942 $321,856
Forest Land 7542 $562,482
Forest Land with documented stewardship 2136 $108,681
Unproductive Land 275 $5,444
Wet Land 515 $11,151
Total 11,410 $1,009,614
Total Number of Owners in Current Use 207
Total Number of Parcels in Current Use 300
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION




Less: Shared Revenues 0
Less: Fund Balance Voted Surplus -150,000
Add: Overlay 1,367
War Service Credits 36,600
Net Town Appropriation 1,834,768
Approved Town Tax Effort 1,834,768 Town Rate
7.93
School Portion
Net Local School Budget (Gross Approp.-Revenue) 0
Regional School Apportionment 3,966,233
Less:Equitable Education Grant -167,775
State Education Taxes -446,119




Equalized Valuation (no utilities) x 2.06 State
239,547,989 493,469 School Rate
Divide by Local Assessed Valuation (no utilities) 1.96
227,233,606
County Portion
Due to County 933,138
Less Shared Revenues 0




Total Property Taxes Assessed 6,566,364 Total Rate
Less: War Service Credits 36,600 28.43
Add:Village District Commitments 0
Total Property Tax Commitment 6,529,764
Proof of Rate Tax Rate Assessment
Net Assessed Valuation
State Education Tax (no utilities) 227,233,606 1.96 445,378
All Other Taxes 231,242,406 26.47 6,120,986
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FACT SHEET
Property Tax Rate Per $1000 Valuation




Current Use Equalization Building
Appropriation Acreage Ratio Permits
1999 1563 $6.89 $2.07 $9.75 $5.93 $24.64 $2,040,554 $139,304,086 10,234.79 106% 49
2000 1476 $5.48 $2.37 $11.01 $6.05 $24.91 $1,635,025 $136,448,697 10,671.01 108% 45
2001 1476 $6.75 $2.71 $11.02 $6.31 $26.79 $1,612,196 $138,726,952 10,773.91 91% 40
2002 1476 $6.83 $3.17 $11.33 $5.71 $27.04 $1,925,534 $152,737,228 10,805.00 79% 38
2003 1476 $7.29 $2.50 $14.95 $5.88 $30.62 $1,673,393 $153,406,996 10,899.97 100% 36
2004 1525 $4.58 $1.66 $7.35 $2.05 $15.64 $1,725,563 $260,897,618 10,962.00 104% 30
2005 1552 $4.49 $1.93 $8.79 $2.26 $17.47 $1,749,644 $262,200,174 10,961.00 100% 42
2006 1556 $4.64 $1.94 $9.79 $2.50 $18.87 $1,907,270 $263,226,519 10,892.00 100% 51
2007 1556 $4.81 $2.01 $10.77 $2.36 $19.95 $2,813,094 $258,905,623 10,888.00 100% 45
2008 1553 $5.07 $2.68 $10.64 $2.26 $20.65 $3,373,522 $257,609,619 10,871.00 95% 34
2009 1577 $4.92 $2.88 $10.57 $2.28 $20.65 $2,187,160 $254,561,601 10,931.04 100% 35
2010 1582 $5.59 $3.07 $10.49 $2.25 $21.40 $2,127,985 $255,487,846 10,931.00 100% 33
2011 1597 $5.71 $3.28 $11.23 $2.32 $22.54 $2,573,867 $256,627,950 10,923.00 100% 35
2012 1597 $6.08 $2.94 $10.73 $2.40 $22.15 $2,160,437 $255,874,358 10,932.00 119.7% 23
2013 1584 $6.50 $3.11 $11.84 $2.19 $23.64 $2,688,537 $255,437,403 11,381.71 110.4% 38
2014 1582 $6.49 $3.76 $13.80 $2.51 $26.56 $3,283,540 $230,621,913 11,335.41 111.20% 55
2015 1575 $7.34 $3.37 $13.15 $2.64 $26.50 $3,715,624 $230,639,182 11,347.76 101.20% 51
2016 1642 $7.31 $3.87 $14.30 $2.33 $27.81 $2,654,007 $230,227,467 11,337.69 96.4% 97
2017 1538 $6.18 $3.19 $12.34 $2.51 $24.22 $2,444,735 $229,861,443 11,434.10 108.5% 87
2018 1538 $7.93 $4.04 $14.50 $1.96 $28.43 $3,059,557 $231,242,406 11,410.40 98.5% 98
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TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
The MS-9 and MS-10 reports from Charter Trust Company for the past year are shown on the adjacent 
pages. They show the investment transaction status and fund balances of the investments for the town of 
Dublin. The MS-9 report shows the status of the various Common and Capital Reserve Funds for the 
Town of Dublin. The MS-10 shows the investment portfolio for the Trust Funds.
The Charter Trust Company manages our investments. The Trustees meet with them quarterly to review 
the current economic conditions, review the investment portfolio, review the buying and selling of 
investments by the investment manager, review the performance of the investment manager based on our 
Investment Policy guidelines and consider investment manager recommendations affecting the portfolio.
Deposits into and withdrawals from the Capital Reserve Trust Funds are based on the approved Warrant 
Articles at the Town Meeting in March of this year.  See Form MS-9 for details.
The Common Trust Funds are invested according to the guidelines of our Investment Policy.
Deposits into the Common Trust Fund:
There were none this year.
Withdrawals from the Common Trust Funds:
$2,000 to the Dublin Community Church for church programs.
$3,000 for scholarships to Dublin students going to college.
$5,767.63 to the Town to aid needy families.
During the past eleven years, the Trustees of the Trust Funds have provided scholarships to Dublin 
students who have demonstrated a financial need. This year, the scholarship committee selected three 
students to receive a $1000 scholarship for the 2018-2019 school year. The recipients and their colleges 

























During 2018, in addition to processing, cataloguing and indexing the town's records for 2012, the 
archivists spent 39 hours answering 86 requests for information from town records. Inquiries come from 
town officials and residents, real estate agents, surveyors, septic system designers and from people 
researching their family trees.
Genealogical requests often involve documents from Town and Historical Society records, including 
marriage, birth and death records, tax records, voter checklists and cemetery records, as well as obituaries 
and other materials collected by the Historical Society. Requests also include general information about 
the town and its everyday business records: building permits, Board of Adjustment and Planning Board 
records, committee minutes, maps, ordinances and policies and septic system plans and approvals.
Keene State College Archivist and Associate Professor, Rodney Obien, and 3 students visited the 
Archives in October to see the facility. The students were given 4 collections to review and to draft a 
report offering recommendations for their preservation and organization.
The Historical Society was given an old record book (1799-1836) belonging to Elijah Willard, the Baptist 
minister, covering Harrisville when it was part of Dublin. The book contained early marriage, birth and 
death records for individuals that were Dublin residents then.
Detailed information about what is in the Town archives can be found on the Town's website. An 
alphabetical listing of people buried in Dublin, an index to properties that have had some kind of town 
approval and the town's ordinance and policy index are also on the website.
Remember, if you were, or currently are, a town official and have town documents in your possession that 
you no longer need, they belong to the town and the public and should be deposited at the Archives or 
with the Town Clerk (RSA 41:58).
The archives building is open Tuesday mornings from 9 to 12 for town business. Visitors are also 
welcome most other mornings or by appointment. Our telephone number is 563-8545 and our e-mail 
address is dublinhistory@townofdublin.org. We are located at 8 Church Street, in the little white building 
in back of the Town Hall and Library.
Respectfully submitted,
Nancy E. Campbell, Archivist
Lisa H. Foote, Assistant Archivist
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BUDGET COMMITTEE 
Details, details, details;  the Budget Committee can’t seem to get enough of them as we wind our way 
through every town department and committee, line by line in order to construct a working budget for the 
town of Dublin. If any of you have wondered what it takes to provide quality services to the citizens of 
Dublin, spend a few years on the Budget Committee and you will find out all you need to know. Our 
committee is an “official” Budget Committee under RSA 32:14 meaning that the responsibility for 
budgeting has been delegated from the governing body to the official Budget Committee. 
We prepare the annual budget by interviewing every department head and most committee chairs at least 
once during the budget season, diligently working toward developing a final budget for presentation to the 
town at our budget hearing in February and again at town meeting in March. Our deliberations result in 
several recommendations which are considered by the Select Board, sometimes accepted and possibly 
modified to come to a position we can all agree on. There are times when we cannot reach agreement and 
these items are brought to those attending town meeting for a final decision. In addition to developing and 
presenting a budget for consideration at town meeting, the Budget Committee is charged with reviewing 
(not controlling) expense and revenue on a quarterly basis.
We would like to thank the Selectmen, Department heads, Town Administrator and Committee Chairs for 
their patience and participation in developing the 2019 budget and we look forward to continuing our 








Peter (Sturdy) Thomas, Selectmen’s Representative
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BUILDING INSPECTOR / CODE ENFORCEMENT 
Happy 2019 to all of the citizens of Dublin and I hope you had a great year in 2018. We have seen 
substantial growth in town in the form of new residential construction this year. We experienced nearly a 
250% increase in new home construction permitting over 2017 and a 350% increase over 2016 new home 
construction. This is a parallel to the region where new home construction is up in most localities.
With the rise in new construction many people are struggling to find qualified contractors to start and 
complete their projects. The result is schedules that are being pushed back or less than qualified people 
trying to do the work. If you have contractors that you know, and are comfortable with, you should be 
patient if your time frame allows. If not then you can always contact the Building Department with 
questions about qualified contractors. We have the ability to verify license information and good standing 
with our State agencies.
I like to make the point to our citizens that I work for you when it comes to building construction and I 
am the cheapest guy on the payroll, generally less than 1% of the job cost when it comes to verifying 
proper construction and code compliance. I enjoy working with many of the citizens and contractors in 
town and believe through good communication and proper planning that most projects can get done 
without delay or disappointment.
Thank you for another good year of service and I look forward to what’s next on the horizon. I have 
provided a list of building permits issued in 2018 for your review and if you have any questions do not 
hesitate to contact me.
Additions 3 Demolitions 2 Gas  24 New Homes   7 Tents 2
Barns 1 Electrical 29 Generators 5 Plumbing 5 Trailer/Campers  2
Decks 1 Garages 2 Mechanical 5 Renovations 10
Respectfully,
Michael Borden , Building Inspector
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CEMETERY TRUSTEES
Proximate to the geographical center of town and name-sake for 
Route 101’s notorious “Cemetery Corner,” Dublin’s cemetery 
consists of about 17 acres and contains roughly 2,100 known 
burials.  Whether one brings an historic, aesthetic, naturalist, or 
multi-disciplinary perspective, a walking tour through the cemetery 
is a worthy endeavor for any Dublin resident or visitor any season 
of the year.
In-season the cemetery maintenance is provided by our two skilled 
employees and Superintendent.  These are the gentlemen one will 
see at work as one passes by on Route 101, keeping the grounds to 
a high-standard in a cost-effective way for the Town.  Their efforts are supplemented by professional 
contractors for things like tree work and occasionally by volunteer workers for special projects.
The Trustees would like to thank Superintendent Hank Campbell and employees Mike Edick, Cles 
Staples (who retired this spring), and Bill Sterling (who started this spring) for their work and the focus 
on excellence they bring to the work they do in the cemetery. Thanks also to the Highway Department 
staff with whom the Cemetery staff work closely. Special thanks to Art Susmann who for years has 
volunteered his time to take care of the cemetery water system.
In 2018 the Trustees used funds approved at the 2017 Town Meeting to contract with Sterling Abram to 
make siding and trim repairs to the 1845 Hearse House and to contract with Steve Blanchette to paint its 
exterior.  With the 2017 construction of the adjacent Cemetery Maintenance Operations building the 
Hearse House’s use reverted primarily to storage of items used occasionally in cemetery operations.  The 
Hearse House presently is in a very good state of repair; it has been decades since the last time this claim 
could be made.
The following chart lists recent burial and lot sale activity.  Burial numbers continue to follow the trend of 
the past few years.  The burial figures also show cremation very much outnumbers the traditional full 
casket as the burial option of choice for deceased Dubliners.
2017 Burials 2018 Burials
1   Full (casket) Burial 1   Full (casket) Burial
12  Cremations 10  Cremations
2017 Lots Sold 2018 Lots Sold
0     Single Grave lot 1     Single Grave lot
0     Two-Grave lot 0     Two-Grave lot
0 Standard Cremation lot 1     Standard Cremation lot
0     Family Cremation lot 0    Family Cremation lot
These numbers are for the calendar year, however cemetery operations, including burials, only occur in 
the period May through November.  Annually the Cemetery is closed in late-fall, to reopen the following 
spring.
Respectfully submitted by the Cemetery Trustees
Loring Catlin Jr. (Chair), Brooks Johnson, and Bruce Fox
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CONSERVATION COMMISSION
The Dublin Conservation Commission (DCC) has
several ongoing duties and special tasks which
promote, protect and improve our town’s
environment and character.
We wish to thank Traceymay Kalvaitis for her
leadership and efforts during the past two years as
chairperson and active member of the DCC.
We also would like to thank new members Sue
Bird and Thom Huslander for joining us this year.
Our continuing efforts included controlling
invasive species by spraying Japanese Knotweed and releasing Galerucella Beetles to attack Purple
Loosestrife. We are pleased to report that this year we switched to reduced, maintenance spraying as most
large stands of knotweed have been severely decimated by past spraying. We have also suspended the
beetle release as we identified a resident population has been established and based on a recommendation
by the NH DES that beetles are resident state wide now. Due to these changes, our budget request for next
year is 25% less than this year.
We also did our usual easement monitoring for the many parcels the town owns around Mud Pond (LCIP
program), as well as two other properties with NHSPF easements. If you have never seen the Mud Pond
Dam we highly recommend the short walk in. This year was even more spectacular with the plentiful
rains.
The DCC hosted a very informative public meeting (organized by Kiki Sangermano) where we learned
from Jim Gallagher (Head of the NH Dam Bureau) about the importance of the Howe Reservoir dam for
protecting life and property downstream in Harrisburg, Marlborough and Keene. The attendees were split
about 50/50 on whether we should try to reduce the winter water drawdown for aesthetic and recreational
reasons.
Several site visits and recommendations were also done for Planning Board and Zoning Board of










Walter Snitko (Selectmen’s Representative)
Wendy White
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The Dublin Advocate, which will begin its 20th year as your town newsletter with the August 2019 issue, 
published plenty of town events and cheery news that just keeps growing. Townspeople keep us informed 
by honoring the monthly deadlines that regularly occur on the 15th of the month prior to publication.
The staff of the Advocate is comprised of the same people as last year, and we have added a new writer in 
Denise Frankoff. She joins Treasurer Bill Goodwin; Jeanne Sterling, Advertising Coordinator; Sally 
Shonk, photographer and mail distributor; and Rusty Bastedo, who has been with the Advocate since its 
inception. Jean Barden and Lorelei Murphy regularly attend monthly meetings where we discuss the next 
month's issue, and we appreciate the contributions of Jill Lawler and Shari LaPierre. Mary Loftis and 
Ramona Branch write profiles of people and businesses in town for the issues regularly.
We continue to retain Jill Shaffer Hammond, a professional graphic designer in Peterborough, and each 
month we update both the town's website and the Advocate's website with a color version of each issue as
soon as it is published.
On our website, DublinAdvocate.com lists all the advertisers each month (averaging 25) and maintains a 
running list of businesses in town, along with a contact list for all the town organizations with contacts for 
easy searching. Any additions or corrections are most welcome (email DublinAdvocate@gmail.com).
The Dublin Advocate is a 501c3 registered nonprofit, with bylaws updated with the help of Bruce 
Simpson.
We thank many citizens who regularly contribute articles. It is with much appreciation that we 
acknowledge the participation of the Dublin Public Library, Nicole Pease for the Consolidated School,
Cindy Lundberg for the Town, Bernd Foecking for the School Board, Tom Vanderbilt for the Fire 
Department, Nancy Campbell and Lisa Foote for the Dublin Historical Society / Town Archives, Hank 
Campbell for the Cemetery, Dale Gabel for the Selectmen, Bruce Simpson for the Planning Board,
Volkert Volkersz for the Dublin Community Center, Brad Bates for the Dublin School, the Dublin 
Christian Academy, Fairwood, Mountain View Bible Church, Carole Munroe on broadband issues,
Tom Warren for the birds, and many others. We value the willingness of the Dublin General Store to 
serve as a drop-off point for extra issues each month. They disappear quickly.
In addition to enjoying a hefty batch of advertisers, submissions 'over the transom' are always welcome 
for consideration, all of which are subject to edit. Share accomplishments, graduations, awards with 
us and your neighbors.
We remain grateful for support from fellow townspeople.
Respectfully,
Margaret Gurney
Editor, The Dublin Advocate
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DUBLIN LAKE PRESERVATION COMMITTEE 
The Dublin Lake Preservation Committee (DLPC) was established by the Selectmen in 1997 to monitor 
the lake’s water quality.  The biggest problem is road runoff, especially in storms, that wash pollutants – 
salt, oil, sand and silt – into the water.  
Thanks to funding from the Beech Hill Dublin Lake Watershed Association (BHDLWA) the DLPC hired 
Comprehensive Environmental, Inc (CEI) of Merrimack, NH to identify areas of concern and possible 
corrective actions. The CEI report contains a list of problem areas collected during site visits. Based on 
these observations and more detailed measurements taken in further visits by CEI, a set of “Best 
Management Practice” (BMP) improvements, and estimated costs to implement, were developed by 
CEI. In addition, a set of conceptual plans was included with schematic drawing of the 
sites/improvements as well as pictorial overlays of the improvements on actual site photos. From this 
detailed work, the DLPC has chosen two areas of particular concern for focus going forward:  the 
Cemetery/Old Common Road area and Brown’s Cove. 
Thanks to support from BHDLWA, Dublin Conservation Committee and the Garden Club of Dublin other 
annual lake preservation measures were carried out in 2018: Lake Host, Weed Watch and Water 
Testing. 
Big thanks to Bill Goodwin for his years of being Lake Host point person. He has stepped down from that 
role. Also thank you to Jill Lawler for all her work caring for the lake and to Jeff Oja, both now retired 
from DLPC.       
Respectfully submitted, 








As Emergency Management Director for the Town of Dublin, it is my pleasure to present the 2018
Annual Report.
The mission of the Emergency Management Department is to strengthen Dublin’s ability to effectively 
and efficiently prepare for, respond to, recover from, and mitigate all natural or man-made emergencies 
and disasters through coordination with the resources of local, state, and federal agencies.
To accomplish this mission and to satisfy state and federal requirements we:
Develop and update the Town’s Emergency Operations Plan;
• Implement the National Incident Management Systems by activating an Emergency
Operation Center, Incident Command Post(s), and coordinating the deployment of resources
as needed during an emergency;
• Provide warning and emergency public information to town officials and the general public;
• Provide public education and coordinate and disseminate Emergency Information
In addition, the Director of Emergency Management acts as coordinating liaison between the Town of 
Dublin and state and federal agencies.
With every storm, throughout the year, Emergency Management monitors how the town is doing.  We are 
kept up-to-date with power outages by Eversource and can see how many residents in the town are 
without power, if any.  If we see a lot of outages, we will often activate our Neighbor-Helping-Neighbor 
communications system.  We collect a lot of information from those of you who are a part of this 
volunteer effort.
We also are guided by the State’s Emergency Operations Center for those storms that not only affect us, 
but also affect a larger part of the state.  We are always working to enhance the Neighbor-Helping-
Neighbor communications system and would like to have at least two volunteers for every road in town. 
We would love to hear from you if you would like to volunteer!
As we enter 2019, with both our Local Emergency Operations Plan and our Hazard Mitigation Plan 
updated, the Emergency Management Department will continue to focus on the four key areas of 
preparedness, response, recovery and mitigation.  I remain confident that with the continued commitment 
and dedication from the town, state, county and federal agencies, we will meet any challenges put before 
us.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas D. Vanderbilt, Emergency Management Director
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FIRE DEPARTMENT 
It is my pleasure to present the 2018 Annual 
Report for the Dublin Fire Department.
The Department’s mission is to maintain a 
Company of fire personnel trained in all aspects of 
fire suppression, rescue, salvage, fire prevention, 
hazardous materials and emergency medical 
response, enabling us to serve and protect, without 
prejudice or favoritism, the lives and property of 
the residents of Dublin during both natural and 
man-made emergencies.
The dedicated members of the Dublin Fire 
Company devote many hours each year 
responding to fire and medical emergencies, 
participating in training to ensure a high level of 
expertise, and performing community service to provide support and fire prevention education.
In 2018, Dublin Fire and Rescue personnel responded to 116 rescue calls, and 129 fire or other 
emergency calls for a total of 245 emergency calls.
Our members exhibit the highest level of service, safety and teamwork while functioning with an 
extremely high level or skill and professionalism. We strive to ensure that all residents, in all emergency 
situations, are treated with respect, kindness, patience, and consideration.
In 2018 Dublin Fire and Rescue was very fortunate to be able to upgrade our off-road rescue capabilities.  
At no cost to the taxpayers, DFD was able, through several very generous donations, to purchase a new 
Honda Pioneer side-by-side.  This off-road vehicle (see photo below) is able to carry our med-lite rescue 
skid unit that can carry a patient and an EMT.  In winter, the wheels are replaced with tracks that will 
allow us to access the many ski and snow mobile trails that criss cross Dublin.  A special thanks goes to 
Brian Barden for all his assistance in assembling the many options and tracks for this vehicle.
A huge thank you to the Dublin Selectmen, Town Administrator/Sherry Miller, the Dublin Police 
Department, and the Dublin Highway Department for their help and collaboration throughout the year.
As always, special thanks must be extended to the Fire and Rescue personnel who so tirelessly give of 
themselves whenever the need arises.  They are your friends and neighbors and all are proud to serve our 
community!
Respectfully submitted,
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FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
This past year we were fortunate enough to have favorable weather conditions in the spring and summer 
which limited the amount of wildfire activity throughout the state. Your local fire departments and the 
Division of Forests & Lands worked throughout the year to protect homes and the forests. The statewide 
system of 16 fire lookout towers continues to operate on high fire danger days. Our fire lookouts are 
credited with keeping many fires small due to their quick and accurate spotting capabilities. The towers’ 
fire detection efforts were supplemented by the NH Civil Air Patrol when the fire danger was especially 
high.
Many homes in New Hampshire are located in the wildland urban interface, which is the area where 
homes and flammable wildland fuels intermix. Several of the fires during the 2018 season threatened 
structures and one structure was destroyed, a constant reminder that wildfires burn more than just trees. 
Homeowners should take measures to prevent a wildfire from spreading to their home. Precautions 
include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining adequate green 
space around your home free of flammable materials. Additional information and homeowner 
recommendations are available at www.firewise.org. Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire 
department, and the state’s Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!
In 2019, we will be recognizing Smokey Bear’s 75th birthday! Dressed in a ranger’s 
hat, belted blue jeans, and carrying a shovel, he has been the recognized wildfire 
prevention symbol since 1944. The NH Forest Protection Bureau and local fire 
departments will be celebrating Smokey Bear’s 75 years of wildfire prevention 
throughout the year. Smokey’s message has always been about personal 
responsibility – remember his ABC’s: Always Be Careful with fire. If you start a 
fire, put it out when you are done. “Remember, Only You Can Prevent 
Wildfires!”
As we prepare for the 2019 fire season, please remember to contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire 
Department to determine if a fire permit is required before doing ANY outside burning. Under State law 
(RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit is required for all outside burning, unless the ground is completely covered 
with snow. Fire permits are also available online in most towns and may be obtained by visiting 
www.NHfirepermit.com. The burning of household waste is prohibited by the Air Resources Division of 
the Department of Environmental Services (DES). You are encouraged to contact the local fire 
department or DES at 603-271-3503 or www.des.nh.gov for more information. Safe open burning 
requires your diligence and responsibility. Thank you for helping us to protect New Hampshire’s forest 




It is my pleasure to present the 2018 annual report for the Dublin 
Highway Department. We had a busy year with snow and a lot of 
heavy rain storms with a lot of flooding and washouts.  
In the spring we did clean up in the village, cleaned ditches, paved and 
chip sealed Upper Jaffrey Road.  We installed under drain and a new 
catch basin on Old Common Road. 
All highway personnel attended road and safety related workshops.  A 
sweeper was hired to sweep paved roads and we also hired one new 
employee Jesse Willard.
On Friday, August 17th we had heavy rain with devastating flooding throughout town that damaged gravel 
and paved roads. With help from local contractors the highway department was able to have the roads 
passable by Sunday, Aug. 19th.  Road repair continued throughout the fall to repair damaged roads. All 
paved roads were repaired before snow.  Gravel roads were unable to be completed before inclement 
weather and the work will be completed in the spring of 2019.
I would like to thank the Highway personnel, Police and Fire department, local contractors and Dublin 
residents for their help, cooperation and support.  
I would also like to thank the Dublin Board of Selectmen, Town Administrator / Sherry Miller and 
Administrative Assistant Cindy Lundberg for help throughout the year     
Respectfully submitted,
Roger Trempe, Road Agent
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LIBRARY
Looking back over the calendar for 2018 the weather played a big part in patrons coming to the library.
From January, March and April snow to 80’s in May then on to a summer of much variety in the weather. 
Fall brought almost normal weather except for some hot days in September. It is always interesting to see, 
how if bad weather is forecast patrons will stock up on movies, magazines and books…just in case. 
Almost like to see inclement weather forecast knowing it will bring people to the library.
Book Buddies was a big hit with the children. Staff planned interesting programs for each week with fun 
books, challenging questions to start discussion by the children, refreshments, crafts and time to play 
games, read or draw. Great to see children interact and help each other learn games or assist with a craft.
Story Time was enjoyed by parents and their kiddoes.  Summer brings the Dublin Playground to the 
library for the Summer Reading Program…again staff has a theme for the 6 Wednesdays that the children 
come with stories to read to them, crafts, poetry to be read by children, and games. After an hour doing 
those activities the children come upstairs to just experience free time to do puzzles, read, play card 
games, play chess or checkers. A fun time for all.
The Friends of the Dublin Public Library have provided the community with a number of interesting and 
enjoyable programs. In July a wonderful evening of music and ice cream for the entire family. The “Open
Mic” program was a hit as people shared readings of poetry, from books and music. Fun time for all. The 
Friends also sponsor the Book Group that meets once a month at the library with lots of discussion and 
laughs.
Do you enjoy listening to books, reading on e reader or reading magazines? Then if you aren’t a user of 
New Hampshire Downloadable Audio Books / Overdrive/Libby stop into the library to get the written 
instructions/password. Then enjoy!!
Thank you to the Trustees, Staff ( Mary Edick, Rebecca Oja, Richard Patton, Gail Smith and Marsha 
Whitney), Friends of the Dublin Public Library, Garden Fairies and the Dublin community for their 




Purchased/donated to collection – 400
Persons donating to library- 40
New registrations - 43
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LIBRARY TRUSTEES
I am pleased to be writing my first Dublin Public Library (DPL) Trustees town report.  2018 was a busy 
year with instituting some changes at DPL. After an evaluation of the hours at the library, the Trustees 
voted to increase the time the library is open adding Monday mornings from 9 am to noon and one 
additional hour on Saturday so the library is open 9 am to 2 pm that day. These hours are in addition to 
the hours we were open last year. We hope you will take advantage of the new times.  Also an updated 
website and Facebook page was developed by Nancy Cayford and a Conval student, Brett Sharmette. 
Thank you for your time and efforts.  Check it out:  www.dublinnhpubliclibrary.org or access the website 
from the Town of Dublin website.
The library Board of Trustees feel fortunate for the ongoing support of the town, staff, patrons, Friends of 
DPL and volunteers. Thanks to all who continue to contribute to the success of DPL making the library an 
asset to the community. While attending a recent NH Library Trustees Association meeting we were 
reminded what libraries can offer to a community, not just books and other written materials but a place 
to gather, educational programs, WIFI, DVDs, children programs and a place for all ages. 
Additional thanks goes out to the wonderful volunteers who continue to make the library gardens lovely, 
providing beauty not only to the library but the center of town. The gardening is completed due to the 
many hours volunteered by Gail Bartlett, Francis Bartlett and Leslie Whone (who does most of the 
weeding). Bill Goodwin, Connie Cerroni and Dorcey Flynn have also volunteered their time.
I would like to take the opportunity to thank the DPL Trustees for their assistance and attendance at 
monthly meetings to plan for ways to institute policy and plans for the future. Thank you to the three 
permanent trustees:  Bill Goodwin (Treasurer), Jane Holmes and Bethe Walker and to the other trustees: 
Gail Bartlett (Secretary),  Nancy Cayford, Connie Cerroni, Dorcey Flynn and alternates Rusty Bastedo 
and Marty Smith.
The Board would like to thank you again for your support and we welcome any suggestions that you 
might have to further improve our services to the community.
Respectfully submitted,
Celeste K. Snitko, Chair







































































































































































































   

















































































































































































































































































































































The Monadnock Advisory Commission was created by State statute (RSA 227-D:4) and is charged to 
advise and guide the Department of Natural and Cultural Resources (formerly, the Department of 
Resource and Economic Development) on the managed lands on Monadnock, Gap and Little Monadnock 
Mountains.  State law allows the Commission to accept tax deductible donations. MAC funds are a 
primary source for search and rescue supplies and equipment.
Members of the Commission include two representatives from each of the towns these mountains are part 
of, the Monadnock State Park manager, the Director of the Division of Parks and Recreation, the Director 
of the Division of Forests and Lands, and the President of the SPNH (Society for the Protection of New 
Hampshire Forests). Other guests include Antioch University MERE (Monadnock Ecological Research 
and Education) Project, SPNF Volunteer Manager, and Monadnock State Park volunteer coordinator.
The Commission met once 2018. Regular meetings are scheduled for the Spring and Fall but the Spring 
meeting was cancelled due to health issues suffered by a primary party. These meetings include voting on 
any expenditures, hearing reports from the various agencies in attendance, reviewing and discussing 
recommendations, and new business.
Day use of the State Park facilities in 2018 was down from the previous two years, probably due to high 
rainfall and higher temperatures during what are usually peak usage times. Significant upgrades to the 
campgrounds and toilet building at the State Park Headquarters are underway in order to adequately serve 
and process the visitors to that site.  At the meeting this year discussion was devoted to how to best plan 
for and develop the most effective ways to address needs related to visitor processing, trail improvement 
and maintenance, and funding.  Much work is done each year to maintain and improve the trails on the 
mountain, some by volunteer crews and some by hired professional crews. These improvements provide 
significant use and preservation benefits, but accomplish far less than the estimates of needed work. 
Capital budget requests continue to reflect these needs.
Much time and effort has been spent attempting to come to an understanding of what the effect would be 
of over-use of the mountain. NH Division of Parks and Recreation had scheduled a carrying capacity 
study for Mt Washington and Mt Monadnock, but that study has been delayed until a later date following 
other more urgent matters needing attention.
The members of the Monadnock Advisory Commission encourage input from the citizens of our towns 
regarding anything to do with the mountains we are charged to advise about.  Please contact your
representatives listed below.
Monadnock Advisory Commission Members and Contacts:
Ed Germain ~ Dublin
Sterling Abram ~ Dublin
Robin Peard Blais ~ (Chair) ~ Fitzwilliam
Heil Lundquist ~ Fitzwilliam
Ann Royce ~ Jaffrey
John Smith ~ Jaffrey
Dan Rogalski ~ Marlborough
Polly Pattison ~ Marlborough
Donald Upton ~ Troy
David Adams ~ Troy
Peter Palmiotto ~ Antioch ~ MERE
Phil Bryce ~ Director of Parks & Rec
Scott Rolfe ~ Forests and Lands 
Wendy Weisinger ~ SPNF
Will Kirkpatrick ~ State Park Manager
Sarah Stewart ~ DNCR  Commissioner
Tara Blaney ~ Parks & Recreation
South Region ~ Supervisor 
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PLANNING BOARD 
For the first half of 2018, much of the Planning Board’s focus was the new Master Plan.  By the 
beginning of 2018, the majority of the sections were complete, including the Population and Housing, 
Economic Activity, Regional Context, and Transportation chapters, and the Board then worked on 
drafting and then revising the remaining chapters, including the important Land Use Chapter, which sets 
out guidance for land use over the coming decade.  By June this work was finished and the final version 
assembled, with photos, graphs, and maps. A public hearing on the Plan was held in August, after which 
the Board voted to approve the new Master Plan.  A significant amount of time and effort went into the 
Plan, and the Board is confident it will provide the Town with a well-thought-out roadmap for the coming 
decade. It also contains a considerable amount of data regarding Dublin and the region, and I urge all 
Dubliners to go to the town website and read it. 
Along with the Master Plan, the Board was busier than usual with subdivision, site plan review, 
and driveway applications.  We also did a number of informal meetings and consultations with property 
owners regarding land use questions and did a few site walks. We approved a couple of lot line 
adjustments, a minor subdivision, three driveway applications, and a couple of wetland setback waivers, 
and a granted a couple of approvals to cut trees on scenic roads. 
In addition to our usual workload, the Board intends to spend some time over the coming year to 
work on some of the priorities identified in the new Master Plan, including (but not limited to) a 
consideration of enlarging the Village District, looking at ways to make the Open Space Subdivision 
Ordinance less onerous, and discussions on whether we should amend the Ordinance to prevent serial 
subdivision of large tracts.
As Chair, I would like to thank the members of the Board for the time and effort they donate to 
the Town, and especially the extra work that went into in completing the Master Plan over the last three 
years.  It’s been a pleasure and honor to work with such an intelligent, caring, and cooperative group of 
people.  And again, a big thanks to our Secretary (and alternate) Neil Sandford, who knowledge and skills 
keep the Board running smoothly.
Respectfully Submitted,
Bruce Simpson, Chair
Steve Baldwin, Vice-Chair 











Chief Timothy Suokko  Part-Time Officers 
Administrative Assistant Vira Elder Officer Melissa Hetrick 
Sergeant Jeremy Jeffers  Officer Christopher LaBrecque 
Patrolman Ryan Vaclavik Officer Daniel Cheshire 
It is my pleasure to present the annual report of the Dublin Police Department. This year was 
exceptionally special with the addition of a third cruiser in July. This has increased our response times, 
allowed for greater flexibility in scheduling, increases our visibility on patrol, and saves on wear and tear 
providing greater longevity of all the vehicles. It was invaluable during the flooding in August when we 
had to respond to several critical incidents occurring at the same time in different areas of the town. 
The department continues to focus on our community policing efforts by participating in the National 
“Drug Take Back” and “Walk to School” events throughout the year. The department also hosted another 
successful Dublin Community BBQ in September, which had so many participants we nearly ran out of 
food. The department is committed to working with local schools to provide training to faculty and staff 
that will assist them in responding to critical incidents. We have attended several joint meetings between 
local law enforcement and the Superintendent of schools in an effort to make sure we are taking all the 
steps necessary to keep our schools safe.  Sgt. Jeffers continues to assist our schools with emergency 
plans and training. Ptl. Vaclavick will be attending a Law Enforcement Against Drugs (L.E.A.D.) 
instructor training in January 2019, which will provide additional resources to the schools.
In closing I would like to thank members of the Police Department who continue to go over and above in 
their efforts to provide professional police services to the Town of Dublin. I would also like to extend my 
appreciation to the Fire Department, Highway Department, Transfer Station, Board of Selectmen and 
administrative staff for all their assistance. Finally I would like to thank the community for the continued 
support they have given us throughout the year. On behalf of the Department I would like to wish 
everyone a safe and successful 2019.
Respectfully Submitted, 
Timothy J. Suokko 
Chief of Police 
The following is a summary of some of the department’s statistical data for 2018:
-Motor Vehicle- -Calls for Service-
Motor Vehicle Stops: 902 Incidents/Investigations: 112 Vandalism: 10
Parking Tickets: 27 Assist Fire Department: 106 Suspicious Incident: 62
Accidents: 36 Residential Alarms: 60 Trespassing: 6 
DUI/Alcohol Infraction: 7 Domestic Disturbance: 4 Burglary: 5
Manner of Operation: 78 Animal Control: 79 Assaults: 7
Drug/ Narcotics: 8 Assist Police Agency: 117 Thefts: 3
Total Calls Logged: 1,372
Total Arrests: 34 
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RECYCLING COMMITTEE
The recycling committee meets monthly to discuss Transfer Station needs.  We are currently exploring 
ways to make the Transfer Station more accessible. We are planning to add electricity to the swap shop to 
help with visibility, and maybe even heat. Thanks to our faithful volunteers.
Bill Jerszyk has left the board after a move to Peterborough. We thank him for his energy and ideas. Rick 










The summer of 2018 was another season of fun at the Dublin Summer Playground. Held 
weekdays at the Dublin Consolidated School from late June to August, the Playground is tradition in 
Dublin dating back more than 40 summers. This year over 60 local children aged 5-12 attended 
Playground for at least a portion of the summer.  The majority of campers were DCS students, although 
we had a number of campers visiting grandparents in Dublin for the summer as well. Some campers 
came for specific weeks; while we had many attend every day.
At the Playground we strive to create a fun, safe and enriching environment that allows 
kids to enjoy summer in traditional New Hampshire fashion. The majority of each day is spent outside; 
playing four-square, tag in the field, basketball, cards in the shade or climbing on the beautiful new DCS 
playground. We also create crafts and offer plenty of opportunities for imaginative play. On rainy days, 
or when we needed to beat the heat, we spent the day in the school gymnasium.  Breakfast and lunch were 
provided to all campers each day, free of charge, by the Conval Food Service.
One highlight of the summer was our weekly visits to the Dublin Public Library, where 
campers enjoyed being read stories, making crafts, playing games and taking out books. We also took 
several field trips, including a hike up Mt. Monadnock, a Fisher Cats game in Manchester and a full day 
at Canobie Lake Park.  It was great to see many whole families taking advantage of these trips. Some 
other highlights included tie-dye day, the Playground birthday party, our end of year cookout, bike safety 
day with the Dublin Police Department and our potluck dinner and talent show.
Playground couldn’t be possible without the support of many local individuals and 
groups. We’d like to thank the Dublin Public Library, the Dublin Police Department, Nicole Pease and 
the DCS staff, and the Conval Food Service. We’d also like to extend our gratitude to the Dublin 
Community Foundation, whose generous donation allowed us to offer scholarships to children of families 






Dublin taxpayers paid $36,468.29 in hauling and disposal fees for the removal of: 
• 253.68 tons of municipal solid waste
• 50.36 tons of bulky items and construction debris
• 51 tons of crushed glass
• 2 tons of electronic waste and batteries; 888 feet of fluorescent tubes and 280 CFL bulbs
• 53 appliances that required Freon removal
• The use of Keene’s hazardous waste collection site
Through recycling efforts 161 tons of material was removed from the waste stream thus avoiding 
$11,650.00 in hauling fees and landfill costs. Income received for recyclables sold in 2018 was $2,135.35 
and Tipping Fees provided an additional income of $8,337.00.
These items included:
• 60 tons of newspaper, mixed paper, magazines and corrugated cardboard
• 51 tons of glass bottles and jars
• 32 tons of scrap metal, steel and aluminum cans
• 7 tons of #1 PETE and #2 HPDE plastics
• 5 tons of textiles
• 2 tons of electronics, automotive and rechargeable batteries
• 450 gallons of used motor oil
• 140 car, truck and heavy equipment tires
The above represents a recycling rate of 38.8% 
Residents using the facility are reminded that recycling is mandatory and all vehicles require Transfer 
Station permits. Dump Stickers for 2019 are available at the Transfer Station with proof of residency.
Twenty-four Household Hazardous Waste Collection days will be available for Dublin residents at the 
City of Keene’s Recycling Center and I encourage everyone to take advantage of this pre-paid service. 
These dates along with directions will be posted at the Transfer Station when they become available.
Thanks to the residents of Dublin and Transfer Station personnel, Zach Davis and DaoNing Wang for 
their cooperation and assistance.
Respectfully submitted,
Tom Kennedy
Superintendent, Dublin Transfer Station
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ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA) had a busy first half of the year with hearings for variances and
special exceptions, in some cases multiple hearings for a single property. Between January and August,
the ZBA conducted three public hearings, leading to the granting of two variances and two special
exceptions.
At meetings over the course of the year, the ZBA conducted several workshops during which it
considered various matters relating to ZBA procedure and the Town Zoning Ordinance. The Board
continued to discuss the importance of the routing slip and coordination with the Code Enforcement
Officer.
The following is a summation of the board’s activities in 2018. The ZBA:
• met eight times
• had two Variance applications – granted
• had two Special Exception applications – granted
The Board received updated copies of the Dublin 2017 Master Plan.
The information and forms needed to submit applications to the ZBA can be found in wall racks on the
main floor at Town Hall. The Zoning Ordinance and necessary forms and information can also be found
on the Town website.
The Board would like to thank Secretary Neil Sandford, and especially for also stepping up as an alternate
member of the Board. His assistance and knowledge continues to be invaluable to the Board. Also, a big
thank you to Susan Peters who served as Chair and continues to advise the new Chair, Michelle Knapp.
The Board Chair would like to thank all members for their continued interest and service and welcomes
new members; if interested in serving on the ZBA, please contact the Board of Selectmen.
Reminder: applications for appeals should be submitted 14 days prior to a regular Zoning Board of











ABSTRACT OF THE 2018 TOWN MEETING
The first session of the 2018 Dublin Town Meeting, election of officers was held on Tuesday, March 13, 
2018, on the Top Floor of the Dublin Town Hall.  The polls officially opened at 8:00 AM and closed at 7:00 
PM.  Mary Loftis, Assistant Town Moderator presided.  The results of the balloting are as follows:
Article 1:
One-Year Terms:
Budget Committee Susanne Vogel
Planning Board Allen Hearn
Three-Year Terms:
Selectman Walter Snitko
Library Trustee Dorsey Flynn
Budget Committee William B. Gurney
Budget Committee Judith A. Knapp
Cemetery Trustee Brooks Johnson
Planning Board Steven A. Baldwin
Planning Board Bruce Simpson
Trustee of Trust Funds Christopher J. Flynn
Six-Year Term:
Supervisor of the Checklist Megan Suokko
Article 2:  
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #1 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Dublin 
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
“Amend the Dublin Sign Ordinance to make it compliant with the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in 
Reed v. Town of Gilbert finding content-based restrictions on signage to be in violation of the 1st
Amendment’s right to free speech by eliminating from the sign ordinance any restrictions based on the 
content of the message displayed, and to ease some of the restrictions on signage including those on 
temporary signs?”
Yes 188 No 52
Article 3:
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment #2 as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town of Dublin 
Zoning Ordinance as follows:
“Amend Paragraph F. (Wetland Buffer Zone section) of Article XIII (Wetland Conservation 
District) of the Land Use Ordinance so as to:
a) Give the Planning Board the authority to grant waivers to the wetland buffer rules in cases where
the applicant can show the proposed activity is at least 50 feet from a functioning wetland and
does not pose a risk of harm to that wetland.
b) Grant the Board the authority to enlist, at the applicant’s expense, the assistance of engineers,
wetland scientists or other experts in reaching its decision on any such waiver application, and to
consider any input provided by the Conservation Commission.
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c) Remove “Raking or removal of leaf litter” from the list of activities not permitted in the wetland buffer 
zone.”
Yes 193 No 50
TOWN MEETING
MARCH 17, 2018
The business portion of the 2018 Town Meeting took place on March 17th at the Dublin Consolidated School.  
Moderator Timothy Clark called the meeting to order at 9:00 AM.
Tim asked everyone to stand and say the Pledge of Allegiance.  He then read the Moderator’s Prayer and the 
2017 Necrology.
Tim said that in recent years, Moderators in New Hampshire had been asked to read a message honoring our 
Veterans on Town Meeting day.  He asked the Veterans present to stand to be honored and the people in 
attendance gave a round of applause to show their thanks. 
Moderator Clark then introduced Selectman Walter Snitko who stood up to announce the annual Citizen of the 
Year Award.  Walter stated that he had received a call that morning informing him that the recipient of this 
award was not able to make it to this year’s Town Meeting and that they would make a presentation at later 
date.  Walter described the numerous capacities in which the Citizen of the Year, Adele Knight, had served the 
town, including three decades as Supervisor of the Checklist.  She was best known for her contributions to the 
Dublin Public Library, where she served as a Trustee from 1992 through 2015. She was a key contributor to the 
Library Expansion Project when she was the chair of the Expansion Committee in 1995.  In addition to serving 
the town, she was also very active at the state level with the NH Library Trustees Association.  She received the 
Dorothy M. Little Award for her years of advocating for the promotion of libraries.  After Walter announced 
Adele as the recipient of the Citizen of the Year Award, there was a round of applause. 
Mr. Clark read the rules for debate for the Town Meeting.   He explained that only registered voters would be 
allowed to speak unless the majority of the voters decided otherwise. If you wished to be recognized, you 
should raise your hand or stand, and once recognized state your full name.  Only the person recognized by the 
Moderator would be allowed to speak, and no one would be allowed to speak twice on an article before all
others who wanted to speak on that article had been given a chance.  All speakers were to address the 
Moderator and any questions to board members would be directed to them by the Moderator.  Any voter could 
challenge a procedural ruling by the moderator, and once challenged it could be overruled by a majority vote.  
When voting on an article, Tim would not accept a motion to call the question until in his judgment everyone 
had a fair chance to speak.  He would accept a motion to reconsider, but only once.  If anyone did not agree 
with his judgment of the outcome of a vote, there had to be seven voters to challenge it.  We had several secret 
ballots for this Town Meeting.  Motions to make amendments needed to be in writing.  Amendments to 
spending articles needed to include a specific dollar figure and not just a percentage.  Tim would not allow 
consideration of more than one amendment at a time.  If one did not like an amendment, they could vote it 
down and then propose a different version of it.
Mr. Clark then moved on to the business portion of Town Meeting.
Article 4:
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Article 5:
“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Four Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars 
($450,000) for road construction and to authorize the issuance of bonds or notes in said amount in 
accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33) and, furthermore, to authorize the 
Board of Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and determine the best rate of interest 
thereon, payable over a term not to exceed 4 years, and furthermore to authorize that all future payments 
on said bonds or notes be taken from the Road Construction Capital Reserve Fund and that the Board 
of Selectmen be named as agents on said Capital Reserve Fund.” 
(Ballot vote; 2/3 vote required for passage, polls to be open for one hour)
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Selectman Peter “Sturdy” Thomas asked for our new Road Agent, who was not a registered voter in Dublin, to 
speak to the Article.  There was no objection from the voters.
Road Agent Roger Trempe read a list of the roads that were to be paved this year as a continuation of what we 
had done five years ago: Boulder Drive, Spring Road, Gowling Lane, Korpi Road, East Harrisville Road, West 
Lake Road and Greenwood Road.  No one had any questions.
Article 5: (by secret ballot, 2/3 vote required)
Yes 110 No 8
Article 5: Carried
Article 6:
“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the Budget Committee's recommended sum of 
$1,928,652 for general municipal operations. This article does not include appropriations by special 
warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately.”
(Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
The members of the Budget Committee introduced themselves.  Charles Champagne, Chairman of the Budget 
Committee explained the budget process and the role of Dublin’s Budget Committee.  He asked those in 
attendance to turn to the Expense Budget pages of the 2017 Town Report and read off each of the Budget 
Committee’s recommended totals in the different sections of the Budget.  He said to keep in mind that in all 
salary lines there was a 2.2 % salary increase built into the budget.  Under the Executive section, there was a 
difference between what the Budget Committee recommended and what the Selectmen recommended. The 
Selectmen were proposing to make the Executive Clerical position full-time, increasing the hours worked from 
28 to 30.  The Budget Committee and the Selectmen had discussed the Selectmen’s proposal on more than one 
occasion but failed to come to an agreement. The hours of the position had already been increased by 75% 
when the current individual was hired about 12 months ago.  The previous assistant worked 16 hours per week
and the Budget Committee saw no reason to increase the hours again.  In addition, by making the position full-
time it would be entitled to health benefits at a cost of $9,720 for 2018.  Therefore, the total cost of adding the 
two hours to the position would be $11,037.  The Budget Committee objected to this change when it was 
presented during budget discussions last year.  They operated under the assumption that implementation would 
not be considered until a resolution was reached at Town Meeting.  On the evening of our Budget Hearing this 
year, the Budget Committee found out that the Selectmen had already made these changes effective on January 
1 of 2018.  The individual began working full-time, collecting the health benefits at that time.  It was the Budget 
Committee’s hope that if the town voted against the amendment that the Selectmen were about to make and 
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agreed with the Budget Committee to keep the position part-time, the Selectmen would honor that and roll back 
the position to 28 hours.  The Selectmen did have the authority to keep the position full time by transferring 
funds from other lines of the Budget, as long as they stayed within the total approved Budget.
Moderator Clark explained that there was a petition to have a secret ballot on the Selectmen’s amendment.
Selectman Dale Gabel moved to make the following amendment to the 2018 Operating Budget:
Amendment 1 to Article 6:
“Move to see if the Town will vote to amend the following four budget lines, all of which are related: 
01-4130.1-111, Executive Clerical, from $25,297 to $26,520, an increase of $1,223
01-4130.1-220, Executive Social Security, from $6,465 to $6,541.00, an increase of $76
01-4130.1-225, Executive Medicare, from $1,512 to $1,530.00; an increase of $18 
These three represent an increase of two hours per week for the Administrative Assistant to the Town 
Administrator, from 28 hours per week to 30 hours per week.
The fourth line is 01-4155.2-812, Health Insurance, from $183,846 to $193,566, an increase of $9,720.  This 
increase accounts for the fact that increasing the Administrative Assistant’s hours to 30 makes it a full-time 
position, eligible for health benefits.”
Dale explained the Selectmen’s justification for these increases.  He said the administrative workload of the 
town office was significant and was growing and increasing in complexity.  The office supported the Selectmen 
and department heads, town committees, and most importantly, the people of Dublin.  In the town office, 
customers frequently required information about work contracted by the town, committee activities, the status 
of buildings and roads and other items of town business.  In addition, the office managed the town’s finances.  It 
interacted with state level government organizations and performed a myriad of tasks needed to run a municipal 
government in the 21st century.  Adding a full-time assistant would allow the Town Administrator to delegate 
some of the more routine tasks, allowing better workflow management and the concentration of the 
Administrator on the more non-routine functions of the position.  He said that the Department of Revenue 
Administration, in accommodating recent personnel reductions, has required more responsibility from the 
individual Town Administrators and provided less support.  He said the Selectmen surveyed thirteen NH towns 
to determine what their practices were regarding the Town Administrator position and eleven had either a full-
time Administrative Assistant, multiple part-time assistants, or contracted assistants for payroll, finances or 
filling out DRA forms.  If this motion was not approved, the position would revert to a 28 hour per week, part-
time position with no health benefits, effective January 1, 2018.  In that case, the 2.2 % increase would take 
effect as indicated in the Budget Committee’s proposed budget.  Since the Administrative Assistant’s increase 
had been mistakenly started on January 1st of this year, the Selectmen would forgo compensation until such time 
as the difference in salary and benefits between the Selectmen’s proposal and the Budget Committee’s budget 
for the first quarter of the year was returned to the town.  He said we might not be able to retain the current 
valued employee in this position.
Bruce Fox said he understood that if we voted this down, the Selectmen still had the power to overrule Town 
Meeting.  He asked if the Selectmen were considering doing that.  Dale responded that they were not 
considering it.  Bruce asked if this would be a final vote.  Dale answered that it would.
Charles Champagne said he thought Selectman Dale Gabel had said the Selectmen would continue the full-time 
position even if the Selectmen’s proposal was voted down.  Dale responded that the Select Board would not do 
that, it would revert back to a 28 hour per week, part-time position and the compensation for the first quarter 
would be made up by the Selectmen.
Debbie Jameson asked if there was any possibility of moving the Welfare Officer duties to the Administrative 
Assistant. That item was $5,000 in the budget this year.
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Dale responded that at this point in time, that was not a part of the Selectmen’s motion.
Resident Laura Elcoate asked if a time study had been done for the Town Administrator and Administrator’s 
Assistant positions to determine whether or not the additional hours were necessary
Dale Gabel responded that there had been no formal time study done, but the proposal was made by the Town 
Administrator who had worked in that arena every day.
Tim Clark clarified that voting yes to this Amendment meant that the four line items in the Budget would be 
increased.  A no vote meant that the Budget Committee’s Operating Budget would not be increased.
Amendment 1 to Article 6 (by secret ballot):
Yes 37 No 85
Amendment 1 to Article 6: Failed
Charlie finished going over the budget and gave the total of $1,928,652.
Wendy White asked about the line item for Health Insurance.  She believed that we could negotiate a better deal 
and still take care of our employees.  She said she knew that health insurance companies knew that towns did 
not negotiate.
Sturdy Thomas said that in fact, they did look at different avenues for health insurance and this was the best that 
they had been able to find for the town.




“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Thirty-Nine Thousand Nine Hundred 
Dollars ($39,900) to purchase and equip a Police Cruiser and furthermore, to withdraw Thirty-Nine 
Thousand Nine Hundred Dollars ($39,900) from the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve Fund for this 
purpose.”
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Walter Snitko recognized Police Chief Tim Suokko to speak to this Article.
Tim explained that the Police Department was looking to get another vehicle for the fleet, which would allow a 
longer life span for all of the cruisers. Instead of replacing them every four years, we would keep them for seven 
years.  It would help them immensely with schedule conflicts and give the officers more flexibility.
Article 7: Carried
Article 8:
“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) to replace 
the West side (Dublin Road side) of the Fire Station roof and furthermore, to withdraw Ten Thousand 
Dollars ($10,000) from the Town Buildings Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund for this purpose.”
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Sturdy explained that this was for the final section on the Fire Department roof.  We had done the other 
parts of the roof and this was in need of replacement. 
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“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Ten Thousand  Dollars ($10,000) to replace 
the Archives Building roof and furthermore, to withdraw Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) from the 
Town Buildings Maintenance Capital Reserve Fund for this purpose.”
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Dale Gabel said that the roof on the Archives building had been inspected in 2017 as a part of the Capital 
Improvements Committee’s ongoing effort to institute a forward-looking Capital Improvement Program 
for the town.  They found the shingles to be in very poor condition.  
Article 9: Carried
Article 10:
“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Twenty-Five Thousand Six Hundred 
Ninety-Six Dollars ($25,696) to purchase and install a Vertical Baler at the Transfer Station and 
furthermore, to withdraw Twenty-Five Thousand Six Hundred Ninety-Six Dollars ($25,696) from the 
Recycling Fund for this purpose.”
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Walter recognized Tom Kennedy to speak to the Article.
Tom explained that this was similar to the other balers that we had except that it had a larger hydraulic 
system.  It had the capacity to make heavier and tighter bales, required little maintenance and would serve 
the town for many years to come.  The addition of this baler would be an efficient way of handling and 
baling steel and aluminum cans.  It would require less labor and time and would be safer.  This would also 
free up much needed storage space. 
Article 10: Carried
Article 11:
“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Three Hundred Thirty-Eight Thousand 
Dollars ($338,000) to be contributed to the Town Capital Reserve Funds, previously established, and 
furthermore, to withdraw One Hundred Thousand Dollars ($150,000) from the Town’s Unreserved 
Fund Balance for this purpose.”
a) Heavy Highway Equipment  $ 57,000
b) Police Cruiser $  15,000
c) Fire Equipment $  66,000 
d) Road Construction $125,000
e) Bridge Repair / Replacement $  55,000 
f) Town Buildings Maintenance $  15,000
g) Library Major Maintenance & Repair $    5,000
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
The amount in this Article to be withdrawn from the town’s Unreserved Fund Balance was an increase 
compared to the number that had been printed in the 2017 Town Report.  Tim Clark explained that the 
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Selectmen were allowed to change the wording of the Warrant Article as long as they did not make 
changes in the purpose of the Article.
Sturdy explained that the Capital Reserve Funds was a savings account to set aside money to pay for
purchases such as the cruiser that we had on the list this year.  It helped to avoid a drastic change to our 
tax rate when we needed to make large purchases. The Selectmen had just received the amount of the 
Unreserved Fund Balance recently and they felt that they could take the $150,000 out for this purpose.
Article 11: Carried
Article 12:
“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000) to fund the 
operation and publication of the Dublin Advocate Newsletter for the period April 1, 2018 to March 31, 
2019 with $1,000.00 payments to be made to the Advocate Treasurer quarterly.”
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Dale said the town first voted in a warrant article to provide support funding for The Dublin Advocate at 
the 2010 Town Meeting.  Every year since, the town has renewed its commitment to support the 
informative town newsletter.  This Article continued that commitment.
Article 12: Carried
Article 13:
“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000)
to help fund the operation of the Dublin Community Center.”
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Walter said this was something that the town had voted to do in the past and the Selectmen would 
continue to follow their lead.
Tim Clark said this was an Article for which he had a petition for a secret ballot.
William Gurney spoke for the Budget Committee.  He said they looked at this for the last few years and 
continued to come back with the feeling that it was not something that they should support in the form in 
which it was proposed at this time.  He did not think anyone argued about the value of The Community 
Center.  His family used it quite a bit and enjoyed going, but he was sure that a number of residents had 
not used it and deserved a chance to share in the debate as well.  The Committee felt that it should have 
been submitted as a petitioned warrant article, not something that was added by the Selectmen.  The 
Center received a real estate tax exemption and over the last four years, the town had continued to 
subsidize the cost of operating it through a grant from the town.  The Committee had met with the Board 
of the Community Center several times and offered suggestions of how they might improve efficiencies 
there or increase their revenue so that they might not have to come to the town for relief.  They felt that 
funding for The Center from the town could be included in the Article with the other charitable 
organizations, or have the funding as a line item in the Operating Budget.  Bill said we should consider 
that we as a town have a say in the operation of The Community Center.
Susan Stover said she was a fairly new resident of Dublin and when she and her husband moved to 
Dublin, they started attending events at The Community Center.  Through The Center, they truly found 
their community.  Susan read the mission of The Community Center:  “The mission of the Community 
Center is to provide a welcoming and accessible community space where residents of all ages learn 
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together, gather socially, improve their well-being, and are inspired by arts and culture.  For generations, 
scholars, artists and naturalists have lived in or visited Dublin because of its beautiful and peaceful 
surroundings here in the Monadnock Region.  Our mission is central to preserving and perpetuating the 
legacy and heritage of this town.”
Susan said in 2017, more than 3,500 visits were made to the DubHub by adults and children.  That was up 
by 14% from 2016.  People were voting with their feet.  She spoke about the many programs offered, the 
volunteers and Program Coordinator who worked at The Dublin Community Center, and the grants for 
which they had applied.
Carole Monroe asked if the Community Center was required to present to the Select Board to justify their 
request for funding, as the charitable organizations in the next Article were required to do.  She felt that 
because it was not a town facility, The Center should follow the same process as other not for profit 
entities.
Walter Sniko said that we could look at the process, but he was not sure that would change anything.
Sturdy Thomas said that the Community Center had presented to the Selectmen and since it was a Dublin 
Community Center and this was a significant amount of money they felt it was better presented as it was.
Bruce Fox said it was nice to see the Selectmen supporting this Article and the Budget Committee had the 
same arguments as the last two years.  He hoped that after being approved for the third year in a row that 
it would become a line item in the budget.  He supported Article 14 and did not think the Community 
Center should be treated in the same way as the charitable organizations. It was a much different kind of 
organization that served the town of Dublin.  Individual residents of Dublin raised over $700,000 to get 
the Center up and running so he believed it was not in the same category as the organizations in Article 
14.  He asked the Budget Committee if they knew of any other town in the areas that did not contribute to 
a community center.  He also asked if they would consider supporting it if it were a line item in the 
budget. He wanted to know how many yes votes from the town would it take for the Budget Committee 
to support it.
Charlie Champagne said it was not that they did not support the Center but did not feel as a board that tax 
dollars should go to support nonprofits.  He said that Peterborough would not financially support a 
nonprofit if it received a tax break.
Bruce asked if Peterborough had contributed any money toward the building that their Community Center 
used.
Charlie said the building was owned by the Town of Peterborough.
Dick Ober asked for someone at the Community Center to give an idea of the total operating budget of 
the Center.
Susan Stover gave the amount of the total operating budget for The Community Center as $78,190.
Loring Catlin moved to amend the Article:
“Move to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to help fund the operation of the Dublin Community 
Center and incorporate the DCC request into the 2019 Budget.”
Carole Monroe asked if it was even possible legally to put the contribution to the Community Center in 
the Operating Budget since it was not a town organization.
Dale Gabel said that both the contributions for the charitable organizations and the funding for The 
Advocate were in the budget until a few years ago when the town began putting them in the warrant as 
separate articles.  The Community Center contributions could be part of the operating budget.
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Charlie Champagne said he did not think this Amendment would expedite the process, but would 
probably make it more cumbersome.
Janice Roberts said she thought it was appropriate to leave this as a warrant article so that the spending of 
this significant amount of money would be discussed at Town Meeting each year.
Amendment to Article 13: Failed
Article 13 (by secret ballot):
Yes 68 No 57
Article 13: Carried
Article 14:
“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate Six Thousand Eight Hundred Thirty-Six 
Dollars ($6,836) to be contributed to the following Agencies which provide advisory health and welfare 
services and whose programs have a public purpose:”
a) Big Brothers Big Sisters $   500.00
b) CASA $   500.00
c) Southwestern Community Services $   500.00
d) Community Kitchen $   650.00
e) Monadnock Family Services $1,996.00
f) Contoocook Valley Transportation $   500.00
g) Home Healthcare $1,690.00
h) The River Center $   500.00
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Budget Committee member Judith Knapp said she says the same thing every year about this.
Moderator Clark said that this was tradition and broke into song with his short rendition of the opening 
number from Fiddler on the Roof.
Judy said that most of these organizations received money from the United Way and the Budget 
Committee felt that instead of being funded by the town, they should be funded by citizens individually to 
the organizations that they support.
Sturdy said that these were all organizations that contribute to the town far in excess of what the town was 
contributing back to them.  The Selectmen felt that it was a worthy investment.
Bob Sardinskas asked for clarification on the wording.  He wanted to know if passing this article would 
raise our taxes.
Dale Gabel said that this Article would raise our taxes.  The wording “raise and appropriate” meant giving 
the town the authority to spend for the purpose and also to find the money to spend for that purpose.  In 
some of the Articles, we saw that the money was coming from a Capital Reserve Fund.  In those cases, 
the money was coming from a savings account with money that was already set aside for that purpose, so 
passing those warrant articles would not raise our taxes.
Ken Levin commented that governments at all levels did contribute to nonprofits and that this was a very 
small contribution.  He did not see any reason why Dublin should not do this.
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Miriam Carter, who worked for a nonprofit, commented that the State of New Hampshire was projecting 
a loss of 34 million dollars in funding to nonprofits this year based on the tax changes that were being 
promoted by our federal government.  She felt it was reasonable that we help these organizations and that 
it was a very small contribution.
Christopher Gallagher, who had been a social worker in the area for 40 years, gave information about the 
services that these agencies had provided for Dublin residents and surrounding communities.  He said 
providing this support was the right thing to do.
Article 14: Carried
Article 15:
“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand Nine Hundred 
Dollars ($7,900) to be contributed to various Expendable Trust Funds, previously established, as 
follows:”
a) Revaluation $     6,400
b) Master Plan $     1,500
(Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Walter Snitko explained that this was something we did every year to put money into the fund to pay for 
the Master Plan, which was done every ten years, and the Revaluation for taxing purposes.
Article 15: Carried
Article 16:
“Shall the Town vote to adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28-b, All Veterans’ Tax Credit?  If adopted, the 
credit will be available to any resident, or the spouse or surviving spouse of any resident, who (1) served 
not less than 90 days on active service in the armed forces of the United States and (2) was honorably 
discharged or an officer honorably separated from service and is not eligible for or receiving a credit 
under RSA 72:28 or RSA 72:35.  If adopted, the credit granted will be $500.00, the same amount as the 
standard or optional veterans’ tax credit voted by the Town under RSA 72:28 and will be effective April 1, 
2018.”
Sturdy said that currently the tax credit was for only veterans who had served during the time period of a 
conflict.  This Article would make the credit available to all veterans who had served at least 90 days of 
active duty whether or not it was during a time of conflict.
Laura Elcoate asked for clarification about the qualifications for the credit.
Phillip Cayford asked if this was a statewide change.
Sturdy explained that a new law allowed the town to make a choice of whether to stay with the current 
qualifications, or to vote to adopt this.  We did not know specifically how many veterans would qualify.
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Article 17:
“By petition of 25 or more registered voters, to see of the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $3,039 
to increase the wages of the Town Clerk/Tax Collector, bringing her salary closer to the midpoint range of 
the Labor Grade (9) assigned to Town Clerk/Tax Collector in the salary study that the Selectmen had 
done for the town in 2012.  This article is in addition to the operating budget article.  If approved, it will 
be included in future operating budgets.”
Fiscal impact note: The estimated 2018 tax impact of $3,039 on a $250,000 home is $3.31 per year.
(Submitted by Petition)
(Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
Budget Committee chair Charlie Champagne clarified that this would affect the budget line items for 
Social Security, Medicare and Retirement so that the total encumbered amount would total $3,617.
Neil Sandford explained that under NH law, the Town Clerk was elected directly by the people and did 
not serve under the Selectmen, so the final decision in determining her salary was here at Town Meeting.  
The study that the Selectmen had done for the town in 2012 assigned pay grades for each position.  The 
Selectmen had stated several times that they were seeking to bring all of the town employees to the 
midpoint of their respective pay grades.  They have done this for several of the town employees but have 
not done so for the Town Clerk.  He referred to cards that had been handed out to voters showing the 
midpoint amounts for the Town Clerk/Tax Collector and Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector updated for 
the current year.  The Selectmen had done some comparative studies, which had been flawed.  In many 
towns, the positions were split so that there was a separate Town Clerk and a separate Tax Collector.  If 
you compared a combined position with someone who was just a Town Clerk for example, it was not a 
fair comparison.  We tried to be as fair and as open as we could, comparing hourly wages in surrounding 
towns to Dublin’s.  We found that almost all of the towns with a full-time position included full benefits 
as part of the compensation.  In Dublin, the office is open 31 hours per week and it was necessary for 
Jeannine to work more hours than that.  This increase was based on actual hours worked, an average of 36 
hours per week.  We compared to other towns, but the salary study was a better way to do it because the 
study compares different positions within the town and that was where there was a huge discrepancy.  
There were a lot of factors to consider, so there was not a simple way to determine salaries, but he felt 
that Dublin needed to be consistent with itself and that passing this article would move things in that 
direction.  He said another important point was that Jeannine had completed a training program that took 
several years to become a fully Certified Town Clerk and Certified Tax Collector.  He had worked with 
her for going on seven years and he knew how knowledgeable and professional she was and her integrity 
was outstanding. He encouraged the town to pass the article to compensate the Town Clerk/Tax Collector 
fairly for the wonderful work she did for the town.
Charles Champagne pointed out that in the operating budget there was an increase of 2.2% for both the 
Town Clerk/Tax Collector and the Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector, so this would be in addition to that.
Selectman Dale Gabel said the Town Clerk/Tax Collector was a valued elected official whose service to 
the town of Dublin was sincerely appreciated.  The Board of Selectmen disagreed that the position was 
inequitably compensated in relation to other town positions.  Over the ten years that the incumbent had 
been in the positon, the salary had been increased nine times, including the proposed 2.2% cost of living 
increase in the current budget.  He compared the increases for this position to the increases in the Road 
Agent’s salary over the same period of time.  He said this position received annual increases well in 
excess of other town positions and that the study that was done in 2012 was a guide and not a bible.  
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Three of the towns that they looked at provided paid full NH Retirement System benefits for their Town 
Clerks.
Judy Knapp clarified that because we had a new Road Agent, that salary line item had decreased this year 
by $9,000.
Dublin resident Liam Kelly, with his distinctive Irish accent, started off by wishing everyone a Happy St. 
Patrick’s Day. He said he supported this petition and felt that this was not a salary increase question, but a 
request to have the classification of the job altered within the step scale.  He asked if the town had a 
process by which an incumbent could move up from the bottom of the salary grade to the midpoint based 
on the length of time and how well they were performing.  He felt that the incumbent had a good strong 
case for placement of her job within the midrange of the pay grade.  He said it would be in the best 
interest of the town to support this petition. 
Dale said the problem was that the Town Clerk/Tax Collector was an elected position and we did not have 
a specific process for raising the rate of pay for an elected official.
Liam asked who was overseeing the performance of the Town Clerk.  Dale replied that it was not the 
Selectmen, but the State, and that she was an elected official and not an employee of the town. 
Liam stated that this was all the more reason to support the Article.
Charlie Champagne said that the study was done when he was a Selectman and that it was not a step 
process as you might see in an educational or military environment but that it should be updated for the 
current year.
Ken Levin said it seemed to him that since it was an elected position, the electors, all of us, should have a 
say in what the salary was.
Dale said there was an effort after the salary study was done in 2012 to bring the salary more in line with 
what the study said.
Charlie said that at some point when the previous Town Clerk/Tax Collector was in office, the Town 
Meeting gave the Selectmen the authority to set the salary.
Tim said that it might have been a precedent, but that no Town Meeting could encumber a future Town 
Meeting, so we could do what we wanted.
Article 17:
Yes 79 No 43
Article 17: Carried
Article 18:
“By petition of 25 or more registered voters, to see of the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $534.00 
to increase the wages of the Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector, bringing his hourly wages closer to the 
midpoint range of the Labor Grade (5) assigned to Deputy Town Clerk/Tax Collector in the salary study 
that the Selectmen had done for the town in 2012.  This article is in addition to the operating budget 
article.  If approved, it will be included in future operating budgets.”
Fiscal impact note: The estimated 2018 tax impact of $534.00 on a $250,000 home is .58 cents per year.
(Submitted by Petition)
(Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen)
(Not Recommended by the Budget Committee)
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Petitioner and Town Clerk/Tax Collector Jeannine Dunne spoke to this Article.  She said that Neil had 
been her deputy since December of 2011 and that we could not ask for a better Deputy Town Clerk/Tax 
Collector.  He had great customer service skills and was very accurate and totally dependable.  The 
Budget only allowed for him to work 420 hours per year, so he did this job for an average of eight hours 
per week, including the time that he covered for her when she had training or time off.  The laws that they 
needed to keep up with for vehicle titling and registrations, vital records, elections and everything else 
were very complex, and he did an exemplary job.  The town would really need to depend on him to do the 
work or to help train someone new if she ever became incapacitated or unable to finish her term for any 
reason.  She said he went above and beyond his responsibilities, as she was sure anyone on the Planning 
Board or Zoning Board could confirm.  She said we did not want to lose such an exceptional employee 
with such a wealth of knowledge. She felt that Neil’s pay should have been above the midpoint range, not 
below that as it had been.  He was currently being paid well above that midpoint amount in Harrisville 
and had just started working part-time for that town in November of 2017.
Charlie Champagne said with benefits, the actual impact on the budget would be $575.
Walter Sniko said that again, the Selectmen felt that we were competitive in terms of salary.
Article 18:
Yes 77 No 40
Article 18: Carried
Tim announced that we had two special items left to discuss at this Town Meeting and reminded everyone 
who had been newly elected to Town offices to come forward to be sworn in after the Meeting was over.
On behalf of the full staff of The Dublin Advocate, Editor Margaret Gurney presented a basket of flowers 
to Jean Barden, to honor her for her steadfast support for her husband Brian’s 30-year tenure as Dublin’s 
Road Agent.  This brought an enthusiastic round of applause.  Jean thanked everyone in attendance.
The next item was a town resolution, which did not have the force of law.  Tim recognized Russell 
“Rusty” Bastedo, who said that this resolution was provoked by events that had happened the previous 
night at 10:00 pm.  He read the resolution.
“Resolved, that the citizens of Dublin, New Hampshire, assembled at Town Meeting on March 17, 2018, 
express their support and appreciation for the national service of Andrew McCabe, Deputy Director of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation until he was dismissed from service on the eve of his retirement after 
twenty years of service for the nation.  Mr. McCabe has performed his duties as a public servant for the 
good of all the American people; his termination on the eve of his retirement threatens all here assembled.  
No American employed in public or private service for his or her working career should lose pension 
benefits without recourse.  We do not live under such a system of government.  We have in fact fought 
wars to preserve our own “American way”.”
Rusty said this was simply asking for the support of the town residents assembled and said that he himself 
had done a long time of service for this state’s government and he could not believe that this action had 
been undertaken by the national government.
Resolution: Carried
Judy Knapp stated that the Budget Committee expected the town’s tax rate for the coming year to be 
tentatively $6.75, an increase of 57 cents over last year’s tax rate.  She gave the final gross appropriations
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as $2,834,557, offset by anticipated revenues and credits of $1,283,514 for a net appropriation of 
$1,551,043.
Judy said Jerry Lawler had been a Supervisor of the Checklist for the last twelve years and that this would 
be his last Town Meeting as a Supervisor.  Those in attendance expressed their appreciation with a round 
of applause.
The Meeting adjourned at 11:33 AM.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeannine Dunne, Town Clerk/Tax Collector
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A Special Town Meeting was held on Thursday, November 8, 2018, at the Dublin Fire Department.  Before 
starting the meeting, Moderator Timothy Clark asked if anyone was not a registered voter and announced that 
anyone who was not registered to vote in Dublin could not vote at this meeting.  He asked that everyone who 
was registered to vote to check in and pick up their yes/no cards.
Mr. Clark called the meeting to order at 7:03 PM.
Tim asked everyone to stand and say the Pledge of Allegiance.  He then read the Moderator’s Prayer.
Mr. Clark explained that we were meeting under unusual circumstances.  The reason for this meeting was to 
raise money because a rainstorm that we had back in August caused more damage to town roads than we had 
anticipated when making the town budget.  We were meeting this evening under a bit of a cloud as well because 
we had failed to meet the deadline for warning the town of this meeting.  Because this meeting was in defect, 
we were going to have to meet again in a few weeks to ratify the decision we would be making today in order to 
make it legal.  That meeting would be a public hearing on November 29th and it would be very brief.
Tim asked if anyone needed a copy of this meeting’s warrant, and copies were given out.
Mr. Clark read the warrant article:
Article 1:
“Move to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Twenty-Five 
Thousand Dollars ($225,000) to fund repairs to public roads damaged by the flooding in August 2018.”
(Recommended by both the Selectmen and the Budget Committee)
Selectman Sturdy Thomas read the motion and explained that we had rather severe flash flooding in 
August.  As a result, we had severe damages to our roads.  The town had already spent almost $70,000 to 
date, which had stressed our budget.  We were seeking additional money to repair the roads that we had 
not been able to repair so far.  The Selectmen had discussed with the Department of Revenue 
Administration the possibility of using the Unreserved Fund balance but the DRA would not allow them 
to take out $225,000 because our current balance at that time was $296,000.  That amount was slightly 
less than 5% of what we had raised in taxes.  Our town policy was to keep the balance at between 5% and 
8%.  The DRA would not allow the withdrawal of the total amount needed because it would bring the 
balance almost down to nothing, but the Selectmen were allowed to take out $25,000.  They had 
petitioned the DRA for this amount so that the paving on the paved roads could be done before the paving 
plants closed for the winter.  If this article passed, we would put that $25,000 back into the account before 
the end of the year.  We as a town could not overspend what our budget was.  The Town was in very tight 
fiscal constraints.  All Dept. heads were already under restrictions to spend money only for essential 
purposes.  There was no overtime for the Police Department.  We were doing everything we could to stay 
within the budget.  This was to fund the budget and repair the roads and the Selectmen felt that the 
$225,000 was an appropriate sum to do that.  This was presented to the Budget Committee, and they were 
supporting this.
Tim said we had a petition from the required number of people to do this vote by secret ballot.  He asked 
for any discussion on Article 1 and mentioned that we did not have microphones.
Lucy Devlin, a resident on Granite Circle, noted that Boulder Drive was not on the list of paved roads to 
be repaired.  She asked if there would be any repairs of the big holes at the beginning of that road coming 
up from Cobb Meadow Rd.
Sturdy said he wanted to let Road Agent Roger Trempe answer her question.  Roger was not a resident of 
Dublin so Tim asked if anyone objected to having Roger speak, and no one objected.
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Roger explained that Boulder Drive was on the regular schedule of roads to be repaved, which we had 
voted on in March.
Ken Levin said he had a copy of the Budget and had just heard Sturdy say that part of the plan was to pay 
$25,000 back to the Unreserved Fund balance.  He asked about the possibility of keeping that money for 
the road repairs and pointed out that there was a $48,000 contingency amount in the road repair plan.  It 
also made sense to him take the money from the Road Construction Capital Reserve Fund to reduce the 
amount being raised from taxes.
Sturdy replied that the Road Construction Fund balance was already encumbered to pay for the paving 
that was coming up.  If that money were to be taken out, we would just have to add the $110,000 to the 
budget next year to pay off the loan that we had voted for at the Town Meeting in March.  The 
Unreserved Fund balance was currently below the required 5% and we had to build it back up to the 5%.  
We were allowed to take the $25,000 out because of the paving issue and the paving plants closing, but it 
needed to be replenished right away.  The contingency fund was there because the amounts to do the 
repairs were estimated.  There may be expenses that were not anticipated and the Selectmen did not want 
to go back to the Town asking for more money.  Any money not spent that was raised in this meeting 
would go back into the Unreserved Fund balance and that would make it so that less would need to be 
raised this coming March.  This way we were sure that all of the roads would be repaired.
Tim Clark recognized that not everyone might have known what the DRA was, so he explained that it 
was the Department of Revenue Administration.  At the state level, they made the rules for how towns 
may spend money and raise money.  The DRA had to approve anything that we did like this.
Neil Sandford said he was in communication with the DRA and they said that they only made 
recommendations.  If the town wanted to keep 5% in the Unreserved Fund balance, that was fine, but it 
was not a requirement. The town had the ability to pay down the account if they so desired.  He was not 
advocating it, but wanted this to be clear.  He asked if there was money somewhere else that we could 
use, and asked about the Town’s insurance policy.  He understood that Hancock had received a significant 
amount of money from their insurance policy.
Sturdy said we had applied to the town’s insurance company and had not heard back.  If we got money 
from insurance, it would go into Unanticipated Revenues, but it was not money that we could spend now.  
The town policy which was voted in by the Town had set the Unreserved Fund Balance at between 5 and 
8%.
Donna Gardner asked if we had applied for any FEMA or other federal disaster relief funds.
Sturdy said that with FEMA you had to meet two thresholds in dollar damage.  The County of Cheshire 
had met one threshold, but the damage that was done statewide did not meet the State threshold, meaning 
we were not eligible for FEMA money.  FEMA was the first place the Selectmen had turned.
Donna asked if we had appealed the decision.
Sturdy said that there was no appealing, it was set.  He could get the information about who they 
communicated with concerning this.
Tim Clark explained that the disaster had to be more than a local disaster to get access to that money.  The 
State of New Hampshire was not eligible, therefore Cheshire County was not eligible.
Curtis Burnham asked if the paving project could be put off for one year.
Sturdy Thomas said the money he was referring to was from a warrant article that was specifically for 
paving the roads listed and we could not use it for anything else.
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Ken Woods lived on Old Marlborough Rd. and commended everyone for being there.  He encouraged 
everyone to go down his road and picture a plow or an ambulance trying to get out there.  He asked the 
voters to consider their neighbors when voting on this.  He said he had been on the Budget Committee for 
six years and understood the process.  He felt we really needed to raise this money to make sure that the
roads were safe and accessible.
Rick MacMillan asked if the money would be spent this fiscal year and if not, if the Warrant Article 
would lapse.
Sturdy said that weather conditions permitting, the money would be spent this year and whatever was not 
spent would go into the Unreserved Fund Balance at the end of the year.
Tim said that this whole meeting was about the weather.  He had worked for the Old Farmer’s Almanac 
and even he could not tell us what the weather was going to be.
Alan “Geoff” Pinney proposed an amendment:
Amendment 1 to Article 1:
“Move to allow the Board of Selectmen of the Town of Dublin to withdraw up to $100,000 from the 
Unreserved Fund Balance for the repair of town roads damage as to the result of the storm of August 17, 
2018.  Said money to be placed in the Road Construction Capital Reserve Fund and the Selectmen to be 
named the agents of this fund.  This will be a non-lapsing article/motion and will expire at Dublin’s 
regular annual Town Meeting, March 2019.” 
Geoff said that if we approved $225,000, it would go into the General Fund that could be used for 
anything within the Budget, including paper towels.  It was an 11.5% increase over what we had voted for 
in March.  We were seven weeks until the end of the year and this was $32,000 per week for the town to 
be spending.  Once we hit January 1st of 2019, we had money in the Budget, called the Gap Fund.  This 
was how we got from January 1st through Town Meeting.  As of the previous morning we had $109,000 
in the Highway Construction Capital Reserve account that the Selectmen had been the agents of since 
2014.  This would give us enough money to get to the beginning of the year with plenty of money that 
would be readily accessible once we had the meeting in three weeks to affirm what we would do here 
today.  It gave the Highway Department and Board of Selectmen four months to come up with a 
comprehensive plan for how we could deal with the damaged roads and we could raise and appropriate 
the money needed at our regular annual Town Meeting.  We all wanted the roads fixed, but nobody 
wanted their taxes to go up.  If we raised the money from the original Warrant Article, with a home 
assessed at $200,000 you would be hit with a $200 increase on just your town taxes.  He had calculated an 
average of carryovers on operating budgets over the last eight years at $79,000, and the average of 
Unreserved Fund Balances at $349,000.  He said that we had been down to $101,000 in the Unreserved 
Fund Balance.  If we passed his amendment, our taxes would not go up this year and we would have the 
money to repair the roads.
Sturdy said this meeting would not authorize the Selectmen to spend the money in the Unreserved Fund 
Balance.  It could authorize them to request that the DRA authorize them to spend the money.  He said 
they could not spend money without going to the Budget Committee.  The Budget Committee and 
Selectmen would have to petition the DRA and they were the ones that could authorize to spend the 
Unreserved Fund Balance.  He said it could not be done at a Town Meeting.  
There was $109,000 in the Road Construction Fund.  Our first payment for paving was $118,789, which 
was due in January and that was what that money was for.  If the town wanted the Selectmen to petition 
the DRA to take the money out of the Unreserved Fund Balance, they could do that but we would have to 
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replenish the account next year unless the Town decided to set a new policy and fund the Unreserved 
Fund Balance at less than 5%.
Tim said one of the rules of debate was that no one could speak twice until everyone else that wanted to 
speak had a chance to speak.
Nancy Campbell asked if Geoff’s motion would change the intent of the Article.  The Article said “to 
fund repairs” and he was talking about paper towels.  She said that was not what the Budget Committee 
voted to do.
Tim admitted that this was a subtlety but explained that the subject of the Article was raising money for 
road repairs and he believed that was the subject of Geoff’s Amendment.  He ruled the amendment “in 
order”.
Geoff asked if Sturdy had just said the Town could not vote to take the money from the Unreserved Fund 
Balance.
Sturdy said if the Town voted to take $100,000 from the Unreserved Fund Balance, the Selectmen would 
need to petition the DRA and ask to be allowed to spend the money.
Geoff said in 2017, the town voted to take $318,000 out of the Unreserved Fund Balance to fund the 
Capital Reserve Account.  He spoke with the DRA twice in the last week and said that yes, we could vote 
to do this.  It needed to be petitioned to the DRA or we could vote to do it.  We were within our legal 
rights to vote to take the money out of the Unreserved Fund Balance.
Paul Tuller said his opinion was that we were going to pay for this one way or another.  This was 
probably the worst one day’s worth of road damage we had ever had.  He still questioned the idea that we 
should take the money out of the Unreserved Fund Balance.  The way the weather was going there could 
be a much worst disaster coming with the crazy weather we had been having.
Bill Barker agreed with Paul that we were going to pay for this one way or another.  We could debate 
about the source of the money, but he felt we should authorize the spending and let the Selectmen find the 
best way to do it.
Andy Freeman said he appreciated Geoff’s research about how this would affect our taxes and felt that it 
was for a good purpose.
Sarah Germain said she and her neighbors had had damage to their road, Burpee Road, even before this 
event and it had gotten to the point where it was nearly impassable.  They were more concerned about 
emergency vehicles trying to get up there.  She said this amendment suggested that there would be delays 
in getting the money for the work to be done.  With the coming snowfalls, they felt a sense of urgency 
about it.
Ken Levin said he felt that the purpose of the unrestricted funds was precisely for situations like this and 
he supported the Amendment.  He felt that restoring the Unreserved Fund Balance could be restored over 
time.
Ken Woods said he had a sense that the proposed Amendment would be robbing Peter to pay Paul.  He 
had worked alongside some of the Selectmen and said they were absolutely diligent about spending every 
dollar.  He said we had support systems in place so that even if we over-appropriated tonight, it would be 
recovered in the coming year.
Sturdy asked to amend the Amendment but Tim said he did not want to permit amendments of 
amendments because it got too confusing.  He could bring up a different amendment if he liked, after we
voted on the first one.
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Curtis Burnham said it seemed that Geoff’s Amendment would finance the work that needed to be done 
and in a way that was more friendly to the pocketbook.  He asked if this was true.
Sturdy said that we would still be short on our budget.  We had already spent $70,000 that we would need 
to replenish.  The amount in the Amendment would not be the full amount to fix the roads.  So his answer 
was “no”.
Charlie Champagne said that the $70,000 had come out of the Highway Department budget.  As of the 
end of the third quarter, there was only 4% left in that budget, which was not enough to cover the fourth 
quarter.  He said the town would have to lay people off to stay within the budget.
Amendment one to Article 1:        Failed
Mr. Clark reminded everyone that we had a petition to make the vote on Article 1 by secret ballot.
Article 1:
Yes 67 no 19
Article 1: Carried
Tim reminded everyone that we would meet on November 29th, at 7:00 pm, probably at the Dublin School 
Recital Hall to vote on whether or not to ratify this result.  There would be no other business on the agenda.  
The meeting would be posted and would be in the local newspaper.
May Clark asked if there would be any debate this at that meeting.
Tim answered that there would be no debate, only a vote.
Sarah Germain asked if this meant no road repairs could go forward until after the meeting to ratify.
Sturdy said we would have to wait, which did not make the Road Agent very happy.  If this did not get ratified 
on the 29th, the result of this meeting would be nullified and we would be back at ground zero.
Geoff said if we suspended the meeting and then picked it back up, it would be open for discussion of all kinds 
of things.  Tim did not agree and said we were not going to adjourn the meeting.  He made the call that the 
meeting on the 29th would just be for a vote to ratify the results of this Special Town Meeting.  The people here 
did not have to be the same people to vote on the 29th, they just needed to be registered voters in the Town of 
Dublin.





2018 SPECIAL TOWN MEETING, PART TWO
A second Special Town Meeting was held on Thursday, November 29, 2018, at the Dublin Fire Station. The 
purpose of this meeting was to ratify the vote of November 8, 2018 to grant the warrant article to raise and 
appropriate Two Hundred and Twenty-Five Thousand Dollars ($225,000) for the purpose of road repairs.  
This second meeting was held in accordance with RSA 31:5-b in order to cure procedural defects concerning 
the notice of the first meeting.
Moderator Timothy Clark called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM and asked everyone to stand and say the 
Pledge of Allegiance.  Mr. Clark then read the Moderator’s Prayer.
Tim asked anyone who was not at the Special Town Meeting three weeks ago to raise their hand in order to 
potentially help him to make decisions on debate.  He said we had only one item of business and that was to 
ratify, or not, the decision that we had made three weeks ago.
Selectman Sturdy Thomas moved to ratify the vote taken on November 8, 2018.  He explained that on 
November 8th, the townspeople present voted 67 to 19 to appropriate $225,000 to be raised through taxation.  
The money was to replenish the Town’s Highway Budget and to repair a number of roads in town damaged by 
the flash floods in August of 2018.  We were here due to the improper noticing of the November 8th meeting.  
The time and place of the meeting had not been posted at the Fire Department, which was where the meeting 
was held.  It was posted in the Monadnock Ledger, but at a later date than what was required.  Proper 
notification had been done for this second Special Town Meeting for the sole purpose of the ratification of the 
November 8th meeting.
Due to the three-week delay, after the November 8th meeting the Select Board had decided to request authority 
from the Department of Revenue Administration to access the Unreserved Fund Balance so that the road repairs 
could start immediately.  After tonight’s ratification of the November 8th vote, the Unreserved Fund would not 
be utilized, as the authority to raise and spend money would be finalized in this meeting.  The Select Board 
could not request the use of the Unreserved Fund Balance without the Budget Committee’s approval. The 
Budget Committee was reluctant to authorize this because it would leave an amount well below the town 
policy’s minimum of five to eight percent of our total funds raised.  After the November 8th vote, the Budget 
Committee reluctantly but unanimously voted to support this request and signed the request to the DRA.  The 
DRA granted the request but unfortunately, no sooner had it been granted than we experienced snow.  The 
Town would recover this money for repairs out of the 2018 budget even if it was completed in 2019.  This 
meant that if the November 8th meeting was ratified now, the money would be in the 2018 budget and carried 
over until it was completed in 2019 but this would have no impact on the 2019 budget.  In light of all this, 
Sturdy asked everyone present to vote to ratify the vote from November 8, 2018.
Mr. Clark said that because there were a dozen or more people at this meeting that were not at the last meeting, 
he would permit a limited amount of debate.  He pointed out that with the ratification vote there would be no 
amendment.  He asked if anyone had anything they wished to say before the vote to ratify.
Allan “Geoff” Pinney said we needed to think about our neighbors, as someone had said in the last meeting.  
This appropriation would add $1 for every $1,000 of assessed value on each resident’s property.  He said the 
county and school taxes were going up and that we needed to keep in mind that the town already had the 
money.  He had spent the last 4 weeks on this and had spoken to the DRA and others.  He said this was what the 
Unreserved Fund Balance was for, and wanted to know why we had waited to get the roads repaired this late in 
the season. He wanted to know why we did not call the insurance company sooner.  We now had $50,000 
coming from the insurance company.
Sturdy said the county portion of the tax rate was going up 85 cents per thousand, the Local Education portion 
was going up $2.16 per thousand and the State Education portion was going down 34 cents per thousand.  This 
would be reflected in our next tax bills.  The Selectmen had not been able to apply for insurance until after 
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FEMA had made their determination.  They did apply for the insurance and they did receive $50,000.  He asked 
Mr. Pinney if he had another question that had not been answered, but Mr. Clark ruled that this was running 
debate and asked if anyone else wished to speak.
No one raised their hand, so Mr. Clark reminded everyone that we were voting to ratify with a yes or no vote.  
We had no petition to use a secret ballot, so it was a voice vote.  If anyone disagreed with his reading of the 
voice vote, he said they should raise their hand, say “point of order”, and ask to use the colored paper to vote.
“Move to ratify the decision made on November 8, 2018” 
Carried   (By voice vote)
“Move to adjourn”
Carried  (By voice vote)
The Meeting adjourned at 7:12 PM.
Respectfully submitted,









2018 2018 2019 2019
Account Number Account Name Budget Actual Selectmen Budget Comm
EXECUTIVE
01-4130.1-110 ADMINISTRATIVE 63,364.00 63,337.85 64,885.00 64,885.00
01-4130.1-111 EXEC CLERICAL 25,297.00 20,560.51 25,349.00 25,349.00
01-4130.1-130 SELECTMEN 8,660.00 8,660.00 8,868.00 8,868.00
01-4130.1-140 ARCHIVIST 6,961.00 6,954.84 7,128.00 7,128.00
01-4130.1-215 EXEC LIFE INSURANCE 48.00 28.20 24.00 24.00
01-4130.1-220 SOCIAL SECURITY 6,465.00 6,019.16 6,586.00 6,586.00
01-4130.1-225 EXEC MEDICARE 1,512.00 1,407.63 1,540.00 1,540.00
01-4130.1-230 EXEC RETIREMENT 7,211.00 6,653.14 7,316.00 7,316.00
119,518.00 113,621.33 121,696.00 121,696.00
ELECTIONS, REGISTRATIONS & VITAL STATISTICS
01-4140.2-110 ELECTION SALARIES 5,707.00 5,137.02 2,903.00 2,903.00
01-4140.2-625 ELE POSTAGE & SUPPLIES 100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00
01-4140.3-290 ELE TRAINING 120.00 0.00 120.00 120.00
01-4140.3-550 ELE PRINTING & ADVERTISING 225.00 242.25 164.00 164.00
01-4140.3-810 ELE MEALS 525.00 607.22 250.00 250.00
6,677.00 5,986.49 3,537.00 3,537.00
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
01-4150.2-301 AUDIT 14,250.00 14,250.00 14,300.00 14,300.00
01-4150.4-130 TOWN CLERK / TAX 42,863.00 42,713.23 43,892.00 43,892.00
01-4150.4-131 DEP. TOWN CLERK/TAX 7,531.00 6,409.09 7,712.00 7,712.00
01-4150.4-215 TC/TX LIFE INSURANCE 24.00 22.20 24.00 24.00
01-4150.4-220 TC/TX SOCIAL SECURITY 2,903.00 3,045.53 3,199.00 3,199.00
01-4150.4-225 TC/TX MEDICARE 679.00 712.17 748.00 748.00
01-4150.4-230 TC/TX RETIREMENT 4,532.00 4,485.57 4,948.00 4,948.00
01-4150.4-290 TC/TAX CONVENTIONS 655.00 513.00 655.00 655.00
01-4150.4-291 TC/TAX OTHER 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4150.4-295 TC/TX MILEAGE 1,200.00 1,013.17 1,200.00 1,200.00
01-4150.4-297 TC/TX DUES 40.00 40.00 60.00 60.00
01-4150.4-341 TC/TX PHONE 804.00 565.40 804.00 804.00
01-4150.4-620 TC/TX OFFICE/COMPUTER 800.00 803.03 900.00 900.00
01-4150.4-625 TC/TX POSTAGE 1,650.00 1,498.12 1,650.00 1,650.00
01-4150.4-691 TX/TC REGISTRY FILING 850.00 765.68 850.00 850.00
01-4150.4-898 TC/TX DOG FEES 900.00 592.50 900.00 900.00
01-4150.4-899 TC/TX VITAL RECORD FEES 600.00 610.00 600.00 600.00
01-4150.5-130 TREASURER 2,688.00 2,687.79 2,753.00 2,753.00
01-4150.5-220 TR SOCIAL SECURITY 167.00 166.68 171.00 171.00
01-4150.5-225 TR MEDICARE 39.00 39.00 40.00 40.00
01-4150.8-110 BANK CHARGES & TRUST 5,280.00 4,677.06 5,280.00 5,280.00
01-4150.9-810 BUDGET COMMITTEE 100.00 41.00 100.00 100.00
88,556.00 85,650.22 90,787.00 90,787.00
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REVALUATION
01-4152.1-810            REVALUATION                   18,420.00 18,420.00 9,900.00 9,900.00
01-4152.1-811            PROPERTY MAP REVISIONS  500.00 500.00 500.00 500.00
01-4152.1-812            REVAL SOFTWARE / SUPPORT 3,983.00 3,983.00 4,083.00 4,083.00
22,903.00 22,903.00 14,483.00 14,483.00
LEGAL
01-4153.1-810            LEGAL                         20,000.00 17,158.20 20,000.00 20,000.00
01-4153.2-810            PROSECUTOR                    10,500.00 10,500.00 10,500.00 10,500.00
30,500.00 27,658.20 30,500.00 30,500.00
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
01-4155.2-225 HEALTH INSURANCE MEDI 73.00 112.89 73.00 73.00
01-4155.2-810            WORKMENS' COMP                20,406.00 20,406.00 11,957.00 11,957.00
01-4155.2-811            UNEMPLOYMENT COMP         1,166.00 1,166.00 987.00 987.00
01-4155.2-812 HEALTH INSURANCE 183,846.00 193,697.29 201,553.00 201,553.00
01-4155.2-813 RECRUITING 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
205,492.00 215,382.18 214,571.00 214,571.00
PLANNING & ZONING
01-4191.1-110            PB SECRETARY                  2,562.00 1,239.17 2,600.00 2,600.00
01-4191.1-220            PB SOCIAL SECURITY            159.00 76.86 160.00 160.00
01-4191.1-225           PB MEDICARE                   37.00 17.96 38.00 38.00
01-4191.1-290            PB EDUCATION & TRAINING  200.00 90.00 200.00 200.00
01-4191.1-295            PB MILEAGE                    100.00 57.87 50.00 50.00
01-4191.1-320            PB LEGAL                      800.00 123.00 800.00 800.00
01-4191.1-321            PB LEGAL-PROJECTS             1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4191.1-389            PB CONSULTANT-PROJECTS 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4191.1-390            PB CONSULTANT                 500.00 0.00 500.00 500.00
01-4191.1-391            PB NEWSPAPER 250.00 504.83 250.00 250.00
01-4191.1-393            PB MAPPING                    1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4191.1-394            PB MASTER PLAN/CIP 1.00 3,919.93 1.00 1.00
01-4191.1-550            PB PRINTING                   250.00 0.00 200.00 200.00
01-4191.1-610            PB SUPPLIES                   200.00 50.32 200.00 200.00
01-4191.1-625            PB POSTAGE                    200.00 242.41 200.00 200.00
01-4191.1-691            PB REGISTRY & FILING FEES 200.00 68.49 100.00 100.00
01-4191.2-110            ZONING SECRETARY              1,000.00 687.33 1,000.00 1,000.00
01-4191.2-220            ZBA SOCIAL SECURITY          62.00 42.61 62.00 62.00
01-4191.2-225            ZBA MEDICARE                  15.00 9.98 15.00 15.00
01-4191.2-290            ZBA TRAINING                  80.00 0.00 80.00 80.00
01-4191.2-295 ZBA MILEAGE 30.00 4.85 30.00 30.00
01-4191.2-320            ZBA LEGAL                     500.00 82.00 500.00 500.00
01-4191.2-391            ZBA NEWSPAPER NOTICES   400.00 563.75 400.00 400.00
01-4191.2-625            ZBA POSTAGE                   200.00 214.40 200.00 200.00
01-4191.2-699            ZBA MISCELLANEOUS            50.00 0.00 50.00 50.00
7,799.00 7,995.76 7,639.00 7,639.00
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GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
01-4194.1-110            GGB CUSTODIAN                 613.00 930.76 613.00 613.00
01-4194.1-220            GGB CUSTODIAN FICA           38.00 56.15 38.00 38.00
01-4194.1-225            GGB CUSTODIAN MEDICARE 9.00 13.14 9.00 9.00
01-4194.1-410            GGB ELECTRICITY               2,400.00 2,859.66 2,640.00 2,640.00
01-4194.1-411            GGB HEAT                      1,700.00 2,416.37 2,143.00 2,143.00
01-4194.1-412            GGB MOWING                    4,610.00 5,514.98 4,610.00 4,610.00
01-4194.1-414            GGB CUSTODIAL SERVICE    4,800.00 5,163.99 4,800.00 4,800.00
01-4194.1-430            GGB TOWN HALL MAINTENANCE 5,000.00 6,149.28 5,000.00 5,000.00
01-4194.1-431            GGB POST OFFICE MAINTENANCE 1,000.00 182.75 1,000.00 1,000.00
01-4194.1-432            GGB ARCHIVES BLDG           5,700.00 4,393.69 5,700.00 5,700.00
01-4194.1-610            GGB BLDG & CLEANING 500.00 235.65 500.00 500.00
01-4194.1-810            GGB CHURCH CLOCK             1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
26,371.00 27,916.42 27,054.00 27,054.00
CEMETERIES
01-4195.1-110            CEM SUPERINTENDENT         3,086.00 3,084.11 3,161.00 3,161.00
01-4195.1-111            CEM SALARIES                  11,734.00 10,911.41 12,016.00 12,016.00
01-4195.1-220            CEM SOCIAL SECURITY         919.00 870.08 944.00 944.00
01-4195.1-225            CEM MEDICARE                  215.00 203.49 221.00 221.00
01-4195.1-292            CEM MILEAGE                   250.00 98.65 250.00 250.00
01-4195.1-390            CEM CONTRACT SERVICES   2,000.00 275.99 2,000.00 2,000.00
01-4195.1-410            CEM ELECTRICITY               250.00 204.29 250.00 250.00
01-4195.1-430            CEM REPAIRS TO EQUIPMENT 500.00 324.35 500.00 500.00
01-4195.1-610            CEM TOOLS & EQUIPMENT    400.00 0.00 400.00 400.00
01-4195.1-621            CEM SUPPLIES                  1,000.00 294.41 1,000.00 1,000.00
01-4195.-1-635 CEM FUEL 600.00 404.32 600.00 600.00
01-4195.1-810            CEM SPECIAL 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4195.1-811            CEM BUILDING REPAIRS        100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00
01-4195.1-812            CEM SUPPLIES & COMP. PROJECTS 500.00 160.00 500.00 500.00
21,555.00 16,831.10 21,943.00 21,943.00
INSURANCE
01-4196.1-480            PROPERTY/LIABILITY 30,393.00 30,393.00 30,254.00 30,254.00
30,393.00 30,393.00 30,254.00 30,254.00
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL
01-4197.4-810            REGIONAL ASSOCIATION       3,252.00 3,252.00 3,361.00 3,361.00
3,252.00 3,252.00 3,361.00 3,361.00
OTHER GENERAL GOVERNMENT
01-4199.1-290            TO TRAINING                   300.00 529.20 400.00 400.00
01-4199.1-291            TO CONFERENCE                 250.00 0.00 250.00 250.00
01-4199.1-292            TO MILEAGE                    750.00 1,038.34 750.00 750.00
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OTHER GENERAL GOVERNMENT CONT'D
01-4199.1-341            TO PHONE/FAX/INTERNET     3,000.00 3,711.70 3,000.00 3,000.00
01-4199.1-342            TO COMPUTER EXPENSE      21,191.00 22,406.00 28,816.00 28,816.00
01-4199.1-344            TO WEBSITE MAINTENANCE 100.00 636.67 1.00 1.00
01-4199.1-392            TO ADVERTISING                250.00 1,117.40 250.00 250.00
01-4199.1-395            TO MISCELLANEOUS              250.00 4,034.32 100.00 100.00
01-4199.1-430            TO OFFICE MACHINES 1,000.00 1,429.87 1,200.00 1,200.00
01-4199.1-440            TO NEW/LEASED 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
01-4199.1-550            TO TOWN REPORT & BALLOTS 2,700.00 2,448.75 2,700.00 2,700.00
01-4199.1-551            TO TOWN MEETING 900.00 678.50 900.00 900.00
01-4199.1-560            TO DUES                       50.00 50.00 50.00 50.00
01-4199.1-610            TO ARCHIVAL SUPPLIES        300.00 277.54 300.00 300.00
01-4199.1-620            TO OFFICE SUPPLIES            1,500.00 1,356.36 1,500.00 1,500.00
01-4199.1-621            TO PRINTING & FORMS          500.00 629.24 600.00 600.00
01-4199.1-625            TO POSTAGE                   1,000.00 721.12 1,000.00 1,000.00
01-4199.1-670            TO PUBLICATIONS               70.00 69.00 69.00 69.00
01-4199.1-671            TO REGISTRY FEES              50.00 67.49 50.00 50.00
01-4199.1-690            TO EMPLOYEE APPRECIATION 3,500.00 3,317.47 3,500.00 3,500.00
37,662.00 44,518.97 45,436.00 45,436.00
POLICE
01-4210.1-110            PD POLICE CHIEF SALARY     69,300.00 69,271.19 71,591.00 71,591.00
01-4210.1-112            PD FULL TIME OFFICERS 102,253.00 102,228.48 105,942.00 105,942.00
01-4210.1-113            PD SECRETARY                  38,242.00 38,235.20 39,187.00 39,187.00
01-4210.1-115 PD PART- TIME OFFICERS 6,800.00 4,500.00 6,800.00 6,800.00
01-4210.1-140            PD POLICE OVERTIME            12,400.00 11,538.65 13,600.00 13,600.00
01-4210.1-190            PD SPECIAL DETAIL             9,000.00 7,200.00 9,000.00 9,000.00
01-4210.1-215            PD LIFE INSURANCE             96.00 66.60 96.00 96.00
01-4210.1-220            PD SOCIAL SECURITY            2,793.00 2,649.50 2,851.00 2,851.00
01-4210.1-225            PD MEDICARE                   3,451.00 3,458.92 3,569.00 3,569.00
01-4210.1-230            PD NH RETIREMENT              54,840.00 56,195.49 59,714.00 59,714.00
01-4210.1-291            PD UNIFORMS                   2,500.00 1,395.93 2,500.00 2,500.00
01-4210.1-341            PD TELEPHONE & FAX LINE   2,328.00 2,630.42 2,328.00 2,328.00
01-4210.1-343            PD HEATING OIL                1,800.00 1,068.75 1,900.00 1,900.00
01-4210.1-344            PD ELECTRICITY                1,700.00 1,803.63 1,870.00 1,870.00
01-4210.1-345            PD BLDG MAINTENANCE        2,500.00 2,433.39 4,000.00 4,000.00
01-4210.1-414            PD CUSTODIAL SERVICE       1,835.00 1,836.94 1,575.00 1,575.00
01-4210.1-610            PD BLDG & CLEANING 350.00 88.25 350.00 350.00
01-4210.1-811            PD GRANTS                     7,500.00 4,944.75 4,000.00 4,000.00
01-4210.4-291            PD EDUCATION & TRAINING  4,000.00 2,699.89 4,000.00 4,000.00
01-4210.7-610            PD OFFICE SUPPLIES            2,000.00 1,773.64 2,000.00 2,000.00
01-4210.9-635            PD GASOLINE                   7,000.00 6,389.24 8,000.00 8,000.00
01-4210.9-691            PD RADIO/RADAR REPAIR     1,000.00 926.02 1,000.00 1,000.00
01-4210.9-760            PD CRUISER 4,200.00 4,993.79 4,200.00 4,200.00
01-4210.9-765            PD COMPUTER                   5,500.00 4,238.75 6,000.00 6,000.00
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POLICE CONT’D
01-4210.9-766 PD ANIMAL CONTROL 0.00 0.00 100.00 100.00
01-4210.9-810            PD MISCELLANEOUS              1,500.00 3,122.58 1,500.00 1,500.00
344,888.00 335,690.00 357,673.00 357,673.00
FIRE
01-4220.1-110            FIRE CHIEF SALARY             28,064.00 28,051.75 28,738.00 28,738.00
01-4220.1-111            DEPUTY FIRE CHIEF SALARY 2,369.00 2,369.00 2,426.00 2,426.00
01-4220.1-112            FIRE PAYROLL                  18,517.00 14,676.22 18,517.00 18,517.00
01-4220.1-113            RESCUE PAYROLL                17,715.00 15,563.87 17,715.00 17,715.00
01-4220.1-114            FIRE TRAINING PAYROLL       10,373.00 5,560.32 10,373.00 10,373.00
01-4220.1-115 FIRE SECRETARY 2,640.00 2,416.76 2,640.00 2,640.00
01-4220.1-220            FD SOCIAL SECURITY            4,940.00 4,255.59 4,985.00 4,985.00
01-4220.1-225            FD MEDICARE                   1,155.00 995.16 1,166.00 1,166.00
01-4220.1-291            FD FIRE TRAINING              4,500.00 0.00 4,500.00 4,500.00
01-4220.1-341            FD TELEPHONE                  1,893.00 2,317.47 1,893.00 1,893.00
01-4220.2-291            FD POCKET MONITORS          2,000.00 0.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
01-4220.2-292            FD MEDICAL & PHYSICAL 4,500.00 3,430.00 4,500.00 4,500.00
01-4220.2-293 FD GEAR 3,000.00 1,287.08 3,000.00 3,000.00
01-4220.2-430            FD TOOLS & SUPPLIES               4,000.00 868.84 4,000.00 4,000.00
01-4220.2-610 FD CONSUMABLES 4,000.00 329.97 4,000.00 4,000.00
01-4220.2-620            FD OFFICE SUPPLIES            400.00 189.96 400.00 400.00
01-4220.6-430            FD EQUIPMENT &  MAINTENANCE 10,850.00 5,772.44 10,850.00 10,850.00
01-4220.8-410            FD ELECTRICITY                2,500.00 2,912.89 2,750.00 2,750.00
01-4220.8-412            FD PROPANE                    2,500.00 2,675.06 2,858.00 2,858.00
01-4220.8-811            FD BUILDING MAINTENANCE 2,000.00 419.55 2,000.00 2,000.00
01-4220.8-812            FD SEPTIC MAINTENANCE     390.00 245.00 390.00 390.00
01-4220.9-290            FD CHIEF'S MILEAGE            2,000.00 1,458.99 2,000.00 2,000.00
01-4220.9-635            FD GASOLINE & DIESEL         1,500.00 1,112.70 1,500.00 1,500.00
01-4220.9-691            FD RADIO REPAIRS              1,000.00 193.40 1,000.00 1,000.00
01-4220.9-811            FD HYDRANT / CISTERN MAINT. 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4220.9-812            FD FIRE MUTUAL AID            150.00 150.00 150.00 150.00
01-4220.9-813            FD TRUCK REPAIRS & MAINT. 8,500.00 7,419.94 8,500.00 8,500.00
01-4220.9-910            FIRE MISCELLANEOUS           600.00 400.00 600.00 600.00
01-4220.9-920            FD PETERBORO AMBULANCE 56,828.00 56,827.94 60,079.00 60,079.00
01-4220.9-921            FD DISPATCH                   23,126.00 23,126.00 23,774.00 23,774.00
222,011.00 185,025.90 227,305.00 227,305.00
BUILDING INSPECTION
01-4240.1-110            SITE INSPECTOR                16,342.00 16,342.00 16,734.00 16,734.00
01-4240.1-111 CONSULTANT 500.00 0.00 525.00 525.00
01-4240.1-220            INSPECTOR SOCIAL 1,044.00 1,013.21 1,070.00 1,070.00
01-4240.1-225            INSPECTOR MEDICARE          244.00 236.96 250.00 250.00
01-4240.1-341            SITE INSPECTOR TELEPHONE 300.00 300.00 315.00 315.00
01-4240.1-395            SITE INSPECTOR MISC. 100.00 99.54 105.00 105.00
01-4240.2-430            SITE INSPECTOR EQUIPMENT 400.00 0.00 420.00 420.00
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BUILDING INSPECTION CONT’D
01-4240.4-291            SITE INSPECTOR TRAINING   150.00 0.00 250.00 250.00
01-4240.4-297            SITE INSPECTOR DUES          170.00 135.00 245.00 245.00
19,250.00 18,126.71 19,914.00 19,914.00
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
01-4290.1-110            EM PAYROLL                    6,919.00 6,208.66 7,085.00 7,085.00
01-4290.1-220            EM SOCIAL SECURITY            429.00 384.94 439.00 439.00
01-4290.1-225            EM MEDICARE                   100.00 90.04 103.00 103.00
01-4290.1-430            EM EQUIPMENT                  1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4290.1-550            EM PRINTING                   150.00 0.00 150.00 150.00
01-4290.1-610            EM OFFICE SUPPLIES            350.00 0.00 350.00 350.00
01-4290.1-810            EM EXPENSES                   520.00 523.73 520.00 520.00
01-4290.-1-811 EM GRANTS 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4290.4-110            FOREST FIRE PAYROLL         200.00 90.57 150.00 150.00
01-4290.4-220            FF SOCIAL SECURITY            12.00 5.62 9.00 9.00
01-4290.4-225            FF MEDICARE                   3.00 1.32 2.00 2.00
8,685.00 7,304.88 8,810.00 8,810.00
HIGHWAYS & STREETS
01-4312.1-110            ROAD AGENT SALARY            52,000.00 52,000.00 53,248.00 53,248.00
01-4312.1-111            HWY FULL TIME EMPLOYEES 115,170.00 106,999.18 119,780.00 119,780.00
01-4312.1-112            HWY PART TIME 2,600.00 4,779.78 2,600.00 2,600.00
01-4312.1-140            HWY OVERTIME                  19,500.00 24,575.18 20,000.00 20,000.00
01-4312.1-215            HWY LIFE INSURANCE            96.00 80.00 96.00 96.00
01-4312.1-220 HWY SOCIAL SECURITY 11,735.00 11,735.57 12,129.00 12,129.00
01-4312.1-225            HWY MEDICARE                  2,744.00 2,744.62 2,837.00 2,837.00
01-4312.1-230            HWY NH RETIREMENT            21,243.00 17,979.49 21,764.00 21,764.00
01-4312.1-290          HWY MILEAGE                   3,000.00 1,086.75 3,000.00 3,000.00
01-4312.1-291            HWY TRAINING                  700.00 340.00 700.00 700.00
01-4312.1-610            HWY SUPPLIES                  72,000.00 97,695.30 108,500.00 108,500.00
01-4312.1-615            HWY UNIFORMS                  2,850.00 3,351.85 3,350.00 3,350.00
01-4312.1-810            HWY OILING PROJECTS         35,790.00 35,790.00 1.00 1.00
01-4312.1-911            HWY REPAIRS / MAINTENANCE               17,000.00 28,480.98 20,000.00 20,000.00
01-4312.1-912            HWY BRIDGE & CULVERT 2,000.00 1,730.40 2,000.00 2,000.00
01-4312.4-910            HWY CONTRACT SERVICES  24,000.00 47,369.30 25,000.00 25,000.00
01-4312.5-690            HWY SALT                      11,000.00 7,801.51 16,500.00 16,500.00
01-4312.9-341            HWY TELEPHONE                 1,680.00 1,680.69 1,680.00 1,680.00
01-4312.9-410            HWY ELECTRICITY               1,400.00 1,646.33 1,540.00 1,540.00
01-4312.9-411            HWY PROPANE               2,300.00 2,725.83 2,400.00 2,400.00
01-4312.9-490            HWY BUILDING REPAIRS        1,500.00 1,506.04 1,500.00 1,500.00
01-4312.9-634            HWY DIESEL FUEL               23,000.00 21,376.13 25,000.00 25,000.00
01-4312.9-635            HWY GASOLINE                  600.00 531.87 800.00 800.00
01-4312.9-691            HWY ROAD SIGNS                1,500.00 1,646.47 2,500.00 2,500.00
01-4312.9-810            HWY CARE OF TREES            6,000.00 2,450.00 6,000.00 6,000.00
01-4312.9-811            HWY MISC TOOLS, TIRES, CHAINS 8,000.00 6,547.77 13,200.00 13,200.00
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HIGHWAYS & STREETS CONT’D
01-4312.9-890            HWY MISCELLANEOUS           3,600.00 65,695.40 3,600.00 3,600.00
443,008.00 550,346.44 469,725.00 469,725.00
STREET LIGHTING
01-4316.3-810            STREET LIGHTING               9,200.00 10,627.96 10,200.00 10,200.00
9,200.00 10,627.96 10,200.00 10,200.00
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
01-4324.1-110            SW SALARIES                   51,555.00 51,533.54 52,793.00 52,793.00
01-4324.1-111            SW PART-TIME EMPLOYEES 29,142.00 20,523.17 29,841.00 29,841.00
01-4324.1-215            SW LIFE INSURANCE             18.00 11.10 18.00 18.00
01-4324.1-220            SW SOCIAL SECURITY            5,003.00 4,467.56 5,123.00 5,123.00
01-4324.1-225            SW MEDICARE                   1,170.00 1,044.79 1,198.00 1,198.00
01-4324.1-230            SW RETIREMENT                 5,867.00 5,740.73 5,952.00 5,952.00
01-4324.1-290            SW EMPLOYEE TRAINING      600.00 571.00 750.00 750.00
01-4324.1-291            SW UNIFORMS                   665.00 329.64 665.00 665.00
01-4324.1-295            SW MILEAGE                    1,200.00 742.31 1,200.00 1,200.00
01-4324.1-341            SW TELEPHONE                  876.00 1,216.57 876.00 876.00
01-4324.1-410            SW ELECTRICITY                1,275.00 1,314.94 1,412.00 1,412.00
01-4324.1-430            SW EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE 1,500.00 905.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
01-4324.1-620            SW SUPPLIES 2,150.00 1,149.26 2,150.00 2,150.00
01-4324.2-634 SW DIESEL 1,989.00 2,029.50 2,789.00 2,789.00
01-4324.2-635            SW PROPANE GAS & MISC.   600.00 512.13 857.00 857.00
01-4324.2-810            SW HAULING & DISPOSAL 40,878.00 39,457.36 43,991.00 43,991.00
01-4324.2-811            SW METAL REMOVAL             400.00 0.00 400.00 400.00
01-4324.9-811 SW MISCELLANEOUS 1.00 419.92 1.00 1.00
01-4324.9-812          SW SWAP SHOP         500.00 95.64 500.00 500.00
01-4324.9-900 SW MONITORING & MOWING 3,940.00 3,138.70 4,075.00 4,075.00
149,329.00 135,202.86 156,091.00 156,091.00
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
01-4411.1-110            HEALTH OFFICER SALARY     1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4411.1-220            HEA SOCIAL SECURITY          1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4411.1-225            HEA MEDICARE                  1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4411.1-290            HEA LOCAL MILEAGE             1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4411.1-625            HEA POSTAGE                   1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4411.2-810            HEA WATER TEST                1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4411.4-291            HEA TRAINING                  1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4411.4-297            HEA DUES                      1.00 35.00 35.00 35.00
8.00 35.00 42.00 42.00
ANIMAL CONTROL
01-4414.1-110            AC ANIMAL CONTROL 1,883.00 1,882.98 0.00 0.00
01-4414.1-220 AC SOCIAL SECURITY 29.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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ANIMAL CONTROL CONT’D
01-4414.1-225            AC MEDICARE                   27.00 18.21 0.00 0.00
01-4414.1-810            AC  ANIMAL CONTROL EXPENSES 100.00 10.00 0.00 0.00
2,039.00 1,911.19 0.00 0.00
WELFARE ADMINISTRATION
01-4441.1-110            WEL WELFARE ADMIN. SALARY 5,000.00 5,000.04 5,120.00 5,120.00
01-4441.1-220            WEL SOCIAL SECURITY          310.00 309.97 317.00 317.00
01-4441.1-225            WEL MEDICARE                  73.00 72.49 74.00 74.00
01-4441.2-810            WEL GENERAL ASSISTANCE 10,000.00 5,767.63 10,000.00 10,000.00
01-4441.2-813            WEL FUEL ASSISTANCE         4,000.00 0.00 4,000.00 4,000.00
01-4441.2-820            WEL OFFICER MILEAGE         50.00 19.19 50.00 50.00
01-4441.2-825            WEL TRAINING AND 50.00 0.00 50.00 50.00
01-4441.2-899           WEL DUES                      30.00 30.00 30.00 30.00
19,513.00 11,199.32 19,641.00 19,641.00
PARKS & RECREATION
01-4520.1-810            PR HALLOWEEN PARTY         150.00 108.67 185.00 185.00
01-4520.1-811            PR FIELD MAINTENANCE       1,550.00 1,732.54 1,760.00 1,760.00
01-4520.1-812            PR SPECIAL EVENTS             1.00 0.00 220.00 220.00
01-4520.1-813            PR BOAT LANDING               1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
01-4520.1-814 PR ELECTRICITY 180.00 193.50 180.00 180.00
1,882.00 2,034.71 2,345.00 2,345.00
SUMMER PLAYGROUND
01-4521.2-110            SP DIRECTOR'S SALARY        6,298.00 6,298.00 6,298.00 6,298.00
01-4521.2-111            SP STAFF WAGES                10,600.00 10,600.00 10,600.00 10,600.00
01-4521.2-220            SP SOCIAL SECURITY            1,048.00 1,047.69 1,048.00 1,048.00
01-4521.2-225            SP MEDICARE                   245.00 245.01 245.00 245.00
01-4521.2-810            SP CRAFTS                     100.00 97.54 100.00 100.00
01-4521.2-811            SP DIRECTORS EXPENSE      500.00 423.08 500.00 500.00
01-4521.2-812            SP ENTERTAINMENT              200.00 377.15 200.00 200.00
01-4521.2-813            SP FIELD TRIPS                1,600.00 1,200.00 1,600.00 1,600.00
01-4521.2-814            SP INSURANCE                  400.00 450.00 450.00 450.00
01-4521.2-815            SP SPECIAL EVENTS             200.00 0.00 200.00 200.00
21,191.00 20,738.47 21,241.00 21,241.00
LIBRARY
01-4550.1-110            LIBRARY DIRECTOR SALARY 27,366.00 27,859.36 29,062.00 29,062.00
01-4550.1-111            LIBRARIAN & ASSISTANTS SALARY 18,675.00 19,669.57 23,674.00 23,674.00
01-4550.1-112            LIB CLEANING SALARY           5,088.00 5,535.66 5,212.00 5,212.00
01-4550.1-220            LIB SOCIAL SECURITY           3,170.00 3,290.01 3,593.00 3,593.00
01-4550.1-225            LIB MEDICARE                  741.00 769.48 840.00 840.00
01-4550.1-290            LIB MILEAGE                   100.00 0.00 100.00 100.00
01-4550.1-341            LIB TELEPHONE                 1,668.00 2,133.17 1,380.00 1,380.00
01-4550.1-342            LIB COMPUTER                  1,000.00 641.43 1,000.00 1,000.00
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LIBRARY CONT’D
01-4550.1-410            LIB ELECTRICITY               4,250.00 4,209.11 4,500.00 4,500.00
01-4550.1-411            LIB HEATING OIL               4,500.00 4,551.77 5,000.00 5,000.00
01-4550.1-490            LIB BUILDING REPAIR & MAINT. 3,600.00 3,684.36 4,000.00 4,000.00
01-4550.1-610            LIB SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT 2,000.00 654.39 2,000.00 2,000.00
01-4550.1-625            LIB POSTAGE                   700.00 117.78 400.00 400.00
01-4550.1-810            LIB COLLECTIONS               9,000.00 7,930.53 9,000.00 9,000.00
01-4550.1-812            LIB MISCELLANEOUS             1.00 25.00 1.00 1.00
01-4550.4-810            LIB PROGRAMS                  1,200.00 460.95 1,200.00 1,200.00
01-4550.4-811            LIB PROFESSIONAL 1,000.00 1,557.47 1,000.00 1,000.00
84,059.00 83,090.04 91,962.00 91,962.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
01-4583.1-810            MEMORIAL DAY EXPENSES   1,200.00 1,083.18 1,685.00 1,685.00
1,200.00 1,083.18 1,685.00 1,685.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
01-4611.2-290            CC TRAINING / EDUCATION                   150.00 0.00 100.00 100.00
01-4611.2-560            CC DUES & SUBSCRIPTIONS 600.00 1,216.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
01-4611.9-635            CC POSTAGE & STATIONARY 10.00 0.00 10.00 10.00
01-4611.9-810            CC MAPS & PHOTOS              1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4611.9-813            CC LAKE MONITORING           600.00 290.00 350.00 350.00
01-4611.9-814            CC ROADSIDE CLEANUP        1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4611.9-816            CC MAINT CONSERVATION    920.00 0.00 600.00 600.00
01-4611.9-817            CC OPEN SPACE COMM 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-4611.9-820            CC INVASIVES CONTROL       3,000.00 1,775.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
01-4611.9-899            CC TRANSFER TO SAVINGS  1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
5,284.00 3,281.00 4,064.00 4,064.00
TOTAL OPERATING BUDGET 1,932,225.00 1,967,806.33 2,001,959.00 2,001,959.00 
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LAND USE TAXES
01-3120.1-101 LAND USE TAX CURRENT 1,500.00 16,382.50 1,500.00 1,500.00
01-3120.1-103 LUCT CONTRIB. TO CONCOM (750.00) (8,191.25) (750.00) (750.00)
750.00 8,191.25 750.00 750.00
YIELD TAXES
01-3185.1-101 YIELD TAX CURRENT YEAR 3,000.00 12,853.67 3,000.00 3,000.00
3,000.00 12,853.67 3,000.00 3,000.00
PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES
01-3186.1-101 PAYMENT IN LIEU TAXES 17,894.00 21,088.95 17,894.00 17,894.00
17,894.00 21,088.95 17,894.00 17,894.00
EXCAVATION ACTIVITY
01-3187.1-101 EXCAVATION TAX 150.00 163.92 150.00 150.00
150.00 163.92 150.00 150.00
PENALTIES & INTEREST ON TAXES
01-3190.1-101 INTEREST PROPERTY TAX 30,000.00 39,367.78 35,000.00 35,000.00
01-3190.1-103 INTEREST TAX LIEN 1.00 6,137.53 1.00 1.00
01-3190.4-401 INTERET-LAND USE TAX 1.00 98.75 1.00 1.00
01-3190.5-501 INTEREST YIELD TAX 25.00 0.03 25.00 25.00
01-3190.9-101 OVERLAY / ABATEMENTS 1.00 (3,872.29) 1.00 1.00
30,028.00 41,731.80 35,028.00 35,028.00
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS
01-3220.1-101 MV PERMITS 275,000.00 308,152.94 275,000.00 275,000.00
01-3220.2-201 MV DECALS 6,500.00 6,906.00 6,500.00 6,500.00
281,500.00 315,058.94 281,500.00 281,500.00
BUILDING PERMITS
01-3230.1-101 BUILDING PERMITS 10,000.00 10,494.66 10,000.00 10,000.00
10,000.00 10,494.66 10,000.00 10,000.00
OTHER LICENSES & PERMITS
01-3290.1-101 DOG LICENSE 1,500.00 1,452.00 1,500.00 1,500.00
01-3290.3-301 MARRIAGE LICENSE 300.00 350.00 300.00 300.00
01-3290.4-401 JUNK LICENSE 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3290.5-501 BIRTH CERTIFICATES 400.00 530.00 400.00 400.00
01-3290.9-901 BAD CHECK FEES 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3290.9-902 PERC TESTS 500.00 400.00 500.00 500.00
01-3290.9-904 FILING FEES 200.00 720.00 200.00 200.00
2,902.00 3,452.00 2,902.00 2,902.00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE
01-3319.9-101 MISCELLANEOUS 1.00 50,000.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 50,000.00 1.00 1.00
SHARED REVENUE BLOCK GRANT
01-3351.1-101 SHARED REVENUE
01-3351.1-102 ROOMS & MEALS TAX 81,080.00 81,574.37 81,574.00 81,574.00
81,080.00 81,574.37 81,574.00 81,574.00
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT
01-3353.1-101 HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT 80,211.00 80,851.96 80,898.00 80,898.00
80,211.00 80,851.96 80,898.00 80,898.00
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STATE & FEDERAL FOREST
01-3356.1-101 STATE & FEDERAL FOREST 500.00 627.13 500.00 500.00
500.00 627.13 500.00 500.00
FLOOD CONTROL REIMBURSEMENT
01-3357.1-101 FLOOD CONTROL REVENUE 20,000.00 23,820.66 24,371.00 24,371.00
20,000.00 23,820.66 24,371.00 24,371.00
OTHER STATE & GRANT
01-3359.1-101 INSURANCE 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3359.2-201 FORESTRY 1.00 94.25 1.00 1.00
01-3359.2-207 POLICE GRANTS 7,500.00 7,155.46 4,000.00 4,000.00
01-3359.2-208 EM GRANTS 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3359.2-209 STATE GRANT (FEMA) 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3359.2-210 TRAFFIC CALMING GRANTS 1.00 130,699.78 1.00 1.00
01-3359.2-211 HAZARD MITIGATION 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3359.2-212 LEOP GRANTS 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3359.2-213 EMERG. GENERATOR 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3359.2-214 SRTS 1.00 107,581.85 1.00 1.00
01-3359.2-215 STATE BRIDGE AID 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
7,510.00 245,531.34 4,010.00 4,010.00
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS
01-3401.1-011 PERPETUAL CARE TRUST 750.00 825.00 750.00 750.00
01-3401.1-041 LIBRARY 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3401.1-061 POLICE DEPT 10,000.00 12,889.99 10,000.00 10,000.00
01-3401.1-062 POLICE Restricted Donation 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3401.1-063 Restricted DARE Program 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3401.1-071 FIRE DEPT 300.00 572.88 300.00 300.00
01-3401.1-081 HIGHWAY DEPT 250.00 300.00 250.00 250.00
01-3401.1-091 TOWN OFFICE 50.00 83.76 50.00 50.00
01-3401.1-101 PARKS & RECREATION 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3401.1-102 SUMMER PLAYGROUND 9,000.00 9,020.00 9,000.00 9,000.00
01-3401.1-103 CEMETERY 3,000.00 3,700.00 3,000.00 3,000.00
01-3401.1-104 PLANNING BOARD 500.00 1,301.90 1,000.00 1,000.00
01-3401.1-105 ZONING BOARD OF ADJ. 250.00 908.16 300.00 300.00
01-3401.1-106 PR ROAD RACE 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3401.1-107 PB CONSULTANT - 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3401.1-108 PB LEGAL - PROJECTS 11.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
01-3401.1-120 ARCHIVES 1,500.00 1,283.24 1,000.00 1,000.00
01-3401.1-130 ELECTION & REGISTRATION 500.00 887.61 500.00 500.00
01-3401.1-132 DOG VIOLATION FEE 1.00 125.00 50.00 50.00
26,118.00 31,897.54 26,207.00 26,207.00
SALE OF MUNICIPAL PROPERTY
01-3501.1-101 CEMETERY LOTS 1,000.00 825.00 500.00 500.00
01-3501.1-102 MUNICIPAL PROPERTY 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
1,001.00 825.00 501.00 501.00
103
REVENUE BUDGET – CONT.
2018 2018 2019 2019
Account Number Account Name Budget Actual BOS BudCom
INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS
01-3502.1-102 INTEREST CHECKING 50.00 201.94 100.00 100.00
50.00 201.94 100.00 100.00
RENTS OF PROPERTY
01-3503.2-201 RENT/LEASE MUNICIPAL 21,622.00 23,559.18 22,745.00 22,745.00
21,622.00 23,559.18 22,745.00 22,745.00
CONTRIBUTIONS & DONATIONS
01-3507.1-101 MISC. DONATIONS 1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
1.00 0.00 1.00 1.00
PUBLICATIONS
01-3509.1-102 TOWN HISTORY 100.00 96.00 100.00 100.00
100.00 96.00 100.00 100.00
TRANSFERS FROM SPECIAL REVENUE
01-3912.1-101 TRANSFER FROM SPECIAL 25,696.00 24,180.69 25,000.00 0.00
25,696.00 24,180.69 25,000.00 0.00
TRANSFERS FROM CAPITAL RESERVE
01-3915.1-101 TRANSFER FROM CAPITAL 59,900.00 55,688.39 378,025.00 229,910.00
59,900.00 55,688.39 378,025.00 229,910.00
TRANSFERS FROM TRUST & AGENCY 13,500.00 23,187.56 4,500.00 4,500.00
01-3916.1-101 TRANSFER TRUST & AGENCY
13,500.00 23,187.56 4,500.00 4,500.00
OTHER LONG-TERM FINANCING
01-3939.9-901 BUDGETARY USE OF FUND 150,000.00 150,000.00 0.00 0.00
01-3939.9-902 ROAD CONSTRUCTION LOAN 450,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
450,000.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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